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Abstract
Several manuals, handbooks and web resources exist to provide varied guidance on planning
for and designing bicycle and pedestrian facilities. Yet there are no specific indications about
which of the varied treatments in these guides work well for users. This project highlights best
practices and identifies program characteristics associated with high levels of non-motorized
travel, with an emphasis on bicyclists and pedestrians, in the selected Californian urban case
study communities of Davis, Palo Alto and San Luis Obispo. The case studies are used to
illustrate how urban communities can better integrate non-motorized transportation modes
into the physical infrastructure and the education of and outreach to community residents and
employees. The themes that recurred throughout this study are reflected in user preferences
and address issues related to: (a) distance to desired land uses and activities; (b) directness of
route; (c) connectivity among routes; (d) separation of motorized and non-motorized modes for
safety and comfort; (e) traveling safety; (f) convenience; and (g) education and outreach. The
various themes are captured in a number of guiding principles that are arranged in
chronological order to correspond to the cycle of trip-making from the decision to engage in an
activity through the choice of route to arrival at the destination.
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Executive Summary
The Project
This project highlights best practices and identifies program characteristics associated with high
levels of non-motorized travel, with an emphasis on bicyclists and pedestrians, in the selected
California urban case study communities of Davis, Palo Alto and San Luis Obispo. The case
studies are used to illustrate how urban communities can better integrate non-motorized
transportation modes into both the physical infrastructure and the education of and outreach
to community residents and employees.

The Problem
US cities do not have a unified approach to promoting bicycle transportation because bicycle
mode choice is dependent on such important factors as year round weather conditions,
topography, trip purpose, and trip length. This is reflected in the fact that there are several
manuals, handbooks and web resources that provide varied guidance on planning for and
designing bicycle and pedestrian facilities (AASHTO, 1999; Florida DOT, 1999; Wisconsin DOT,
2004; California DOT 2005). Although many guidelines exist, there are no specific indications
about which of the varied treatments in these guides work well for users. Some US cities (e.g.
Davis, San Francisco, Santa Barbara, etc) are highly acclaimed for deploying bicycle-friendly and
walking facilities, but most cities are generally not friendly for bicycling and walking. Most cities
in the latter group lack the resources to assess what is needed to integrate bicycling and
walking with other means of travel. This study attempts to bridge that gap.

Approach
The study involved: (a) collection and analysis of primary data from field observations; surveys
of users of non-motorized, public transit and automobile modes; interviews of system
operators and managers; and (b) analysis of secondary data from previous study efforts in the
case study cities. These findings are combined with those in related literature to determine
recurring lessons or themes. The themes are used to develop guiding principles for integrating
walking and bicycling facilities into urban infrastructure.

Study Findings & Policy Implications
Key findings from this research and associated implications for policy include the following:

xiii

1. Main issues - Some of the main issues involved with creating a cyclist and pedestrianfriendly community include safety, weather, distance, parking, lifestyle, and education,
though for different groups of people, the factors vary in importance. For example,
considering people who cycle often, or would like to cycle more often, it is important to
provide facilities that are both safe and allow them to reach their destinations easily.
2. Bicycle lanes vs. paths - Bicycle lanes are often rated more highly than bicycle paths,
possibly due to the fact that the lanes are designed primarily to connect people to
destinations whereas paths are designed for recreation as well.
3. Cycling safety - The level of safety associated with cycling results from the quality of
facilities as well as the skill level of cyclists. The fact that some cyclists ride on sidewalks,
even though it is illegal, is a reflection of cyclists wanting to balance the convenience of
using available connector routes and wanting to feel safe.
4. Education - Education is important for cyclists and drivers to learn how to accommodate
each other thereby enhancing the safety of the travel environment for all. If cities want
to create a better bicycling culture, the cities must develop well-rounded educational
opportunities for children and adults in safe bicycling practices.
5. Bicycle parking - Many survey respondents noted the importance of providing sufficient
parking for cyclists. Cyclists want parking to be available at destinations the same way
automobile drivers do. Availability of bicycle parking can therefore provide an incentive
to bike.
6. Trip distance - Trip distance is important in deciding both route and mode choice. The
distance a person travels for each trip purpose is not only a function of the mix of land
uses, but also the traveler’s lifestyle.
7. Convenience - The number of people in the household with different schedules can
make automobiles the most convenient travel option. This is partly why it is sometimes
asserted that providing facilities alone does not change behavior. The convenience
offered by the facilities, the awareness of the benefits of use and education on proper
use are all important determinants in the choice to walk or ride a bicycle.
8. Planning for alternative modes - Rather than trying to retrofit alternative mode
infrastructure after development has taken place, alternative mode facilities should be
planned, designed and built when development first occurs, and not after. Continuing to
build roadways and large parking lots that serve medium density development steers
funding away from alternative modes, as well as entrenches lifestyle patterns best
served by the automobile. Some European cities have addressed this by not continuing
to build roads but instead focusing on a more balanced provision of mobility needs for
such other alternatives as bicycling.
xiv

9. Route directness - Cyclists and pedestrians who use these modes for more than
recreation want direct routes, wide lanes that allow for passing, and signal phases for
cyclists, in other words, many of the same things automobile drivers want.
10. Traffic calming - Traffic calming elevates the importance of alternative modes especially
where non-motorized modes cross travel paths with vehicular traffic. There is an
abundance of treatments available to towns and cities to suit various circumstances.
Careful choice through a deliberative process can aid in the optimal use of funding to
achieve user-friendliness.
11. Complete streets - The Complete Streets movement provides examples, legislative
options and ideas for retrofitting streets to accommodate all users. However, as most
people will not be walking or cycling throughout an entire city, it is important to provide
infrastructure in places where walking and cycling to destinations are most feasible.
Cities should determine areas that could attract cyclists and pedestrians and focus on
providing the best possible network in those areas.
12. Separation of bicycling and walking - Just as automobiles typically move at two to four
times the speed of bicycles, so also do bicycles typically move at two to five times the
speed of walking. Just as the separation of autos and bicycles is desirable for safety, so is
the separation of bicycles and pedestrians desirable for safety and convenience.
Bicycling and walking should as much as possible be treated as separate methods of
transportation..
13. Recreational vs. utilitarian uses - There are also distinct differences between utilitarian
use and recreational use. Bicycling and walking are in turn different from driving cars in
that walking or bicycling can by themselves constitute recreational activity. This explains
why approximately a third of all walking and bicycling trips are for recreational purposes
while recreational trips by all modes combined is only half that share. Cities should
therefore give particular consideration to both recreational and utilitarian uses when
developing circulation plans

Recommendations
Recurring Themes from the Study

The themes that recurred throughout this study involve issues related to public policy,
infrastructure systems and public education, all of which affect and are affected by user
preferences. The themes are used to develop the principles in this document. The themes are
outlined as follows:
1. Distance to desired activities
xv

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Route directness
Connectivity among routes
Separation of motorized and non-motorized modes for safety and comfort
Traveling safety
Convenience
Education and outreach

Integration Principles

The various themes are captured in a number of guiding principles (P) that are arranged in
chronological order to correspond with the cycle of trip making from the decision to engage in
an activity through the choice of route to arrival at the destination. Each principle addresses
one or more of the recurring themes. Table S-1 summarizes the principles and the primary
themes addressed.

z
P1

S-1: Integration Principles and Primary Themes Addressed

Integration Principle (P)
Place activity centers within the
range for walking and bicycling
Establish links between activity
centers

Recurring Theme Addressed
1. Distance to desired activities
6. Convenience
2. Route directness

P3

Establish links to main public
transportation (bus and railway)
service stations

3. Connectivity among routes

P4

Select type of non-motorized link

P5

Select appropriate crossing
treatments along route
Provide storage at destinations

4. Separation of motorized and nonmotorized modes for safety and comfort
5. Traveling safety

P2

P6
P7

6. Convenience

P8

Provide sharing and rental facilities at 3. Connectivity among routes
centers
6. Convenience
Educate, encourage and enforce
7. Education and outreach

P9

Monitor, evaluate and update system All themes
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 The Project
This project highlights best practices and identifies program characteristics associated with high
levels of non-motorized travel, with an emphasis on bicyclists and pedestrians. The study uses
selected California urban case study communities of San Luis Obispo, Davis, and Palo Alto to
illustrate how urban communities can better integrate non-motorized transportation modes
into both their physical infrastructure and employee/resident education and outreach.

1.2 Problem Statement
With increasing concern about global warming, green house gas emissions and rising fuel
prices, non-motorized modes, such as bicycling and walking, are gaining importance as viable
choices in urban transportation. Having emphasized automobile transportation for so many
years, many cities in the United States are not accustomed to addressing alternative modes of
mobility. This over-emphasis is reflected in personal travel habits which include the fact that at
the national level, more than 90% of work trips are typically made by the automobile, 5% by
public transit, 2.5% by walking and a mere 0.5% by bicycle (Bureau of Transportation Statistics,
August 2008). National concerns about levels of energy use and recent legislations (e.g.
California’s AB 32 and SB 375) make it imperative that communities in the US increase the level
of non-motorized travel to address concerns about energy use and the environment.
Even where alternative modes are addressed, not all US cities have taken the same approach to
promoting bicycle transportation because bicycle mode choice is dependent on such important
factors as year round weather conditions, topography, trip purpose, and trip length. Even in
cities like Davis, Palo Alto and San Luis Obispo, which have strongly promoted bicycling, there is
the need for improved design and planning tools to assess the ridership, mode shift and safety
impacts of expanding bicycle networks and pedestrian facilities. These cities may provide
important lessons to others on what is done right and what can be improved.
Several manuals, handbooks and web resources provide varied guidance on planning for and
designing bicycle and pedestrian facilities (AASHTO, 1999; Florida DOT, 1999; Wisconsin DOT,
2004; California DOT 2005). There is also policy guidance at Federal and local levels to promote
bicycle and pedestrian travel. For instance, “The Bicycle & Pedestrian Program” of the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) promotes bicycle and pedestrian transportation use, safety,
and accessibility at the federal level. The program requires each State to have a Bicycle and
1

Pedestrian Coordinator in its State Department of Transportation to promote and facilitate the
increased use of non-motorized transportation. The program includes: developing pedestrian
and bicycle facilities; promoting their use; and educating the public on how to safely use such
facilities (FHWA, 2006). Although so many guidelines exist, there are no specific indications
about which of the varied treatments in these guides work well for users. While some cities are
highly acclaimed for deploying bicycle-friendly and walking facilities, most lag behind and lack
the resources to assess what is needed to integrate them with other means of travel. This study
attempts to bridge that gap.

1.3 Study Approach
This study emphasizes policy lessons in the choice of infrastructure and types of operations;
mode shifts away from the automobile; and how to educate the public with the goal of
improving the integration of non-motorized modes into the urban transportation
infrastructure. To accomplish this, we studied three cases of cities that have promoted bicycle
and pedestrian transportation and have gained recognition as pedestrian- and bicycling-friendly
places.
The study in general sought to identify answers to the following:
• Transferable lessons in terms of multiple criteria including: (a) treatments that users
generally prefer; (b) those that users, accident data or system managers reveal as wrong;
and (c) those treatments that need to be modified to improve them.
• Program characteristics associated with high ridership levels
• Key areas within the Master Planning process that should incorporate bicycling and walking.
The study combines primary data from surveys of users of non-motorized, public transit and
automobile modes with secondary data from previous study efforts in case study cities to
identify program characteristics associated with high ridership levels and what could be
improved in bicycle/pedestrian planning in urban neighborhoods or communities. A product
from this work effort is a set of recommendations for integrating walking and bicycling facilities
into urban infrastructure. It includes visual documentation of examples with a set of guiding
principles. This report also includes user rating of various facility treatments, which are used to
formulate the recommended principles.
Recommendations address such areas as
infrastructure systems, key user preferences, transferable policies, and public education
methods.

2

1.3.1 Literature Review
The study began with an extensive review of related literature. The objectives of the review
were twofold: one was to find documented answers to the study questions; the other was to
identify issues to address in interview and user questions. Findings are summarized in Chapter 2
and Appendix 2-1.
1.3.2 Case Study Interviews, Data Review and Field Observations
The second part of the study involved a series of activities to document salient characteristics
of the case study locations. A set of activities included structured interviews with system
managers and operators in the three case study cities. Appendix 3-1 includes a copy of the
questionnaire. Another set of activities included review and summary of existing data on the
case study cities. Much of the information derived from periodic surveys conducted by the
League of American Bicyclists, the agency that ranks communities for bicycle friendliness. A
third set of activities involved field observations of specific treatments in the case study cites.
These observations were used to create a typology of key features to note. Findings in this
second part of the study are summarized in Chapter 3.
1.3.3 Survey of User Choices and Preferences
A survey was designed and administered to such specifically targeted groups as bicyclists,
pedestrians, and the general public to elicit information on frequency of bicycling and walking,
reasons for choosing these modes, preferences for and ranking of various treatments of
bicycling and walking facilities. Appendix 4-1 is a copy of the survey instrument. Findings are
summarized in Chapter 4.

1.4 Background
Planners, engineers, and citizens have come to recognize that while the increasing use of
automobiles over the last several decades has increased accessibility and the quality of life in
some respects, the resultant auto-oriented cities can have many detrimental effects such as air
pollution, traffic congestion, and high price of infrastructure maintenance. To reduce the
dependence on automobiles, many cities throughout the world have increased efforts in recent
decades in planning for cyclists and pedestrians to complement public transportation.
The main goal of this expanded focus on multi-modal transportation therefore is to increase
safety for autos, cyclists, and pedestrians, reduce traffic congestion, make transit a viable
option, and reduce the negative impacts of excessive auto use. Pucher and Dijkstra (2003) show
that percentages of walking and bicycling mode share in 1995 were six and one percent in the
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US and above 20 and 10 percent in many European countries. At the same time American
pedestrians and cyclists were three and six times more likely than Dutch pedestrians and
cyclists to be fatally injured. Pedestrians in the US were also 23 times more likely to be killed
than car passengers (Pucher and Dijkstra, 2003:1511). Goldsmith (1992) states that the major
deterrent to cyclists in the US is traffic safety, while pedestrians have time limitations and fears
of crime.
Studies show that there are numerous factors that influence the use of bicycling and pedestrian
facilities in different cities. Through various planning efforts, cities that have taken on the goal
of reducing automobile use have achieved positive results in increasing safety and bicycle use
(Wynne, 1992). Much of the planning effort comes in the form of providing what planners and
engineers believe cyclists and pedestrians need. This study aims to look at the issue from the
perspective of the cyclists and pedestrians to determine what facilities users want and which
characteristics of the built environment and infrastructure they prefer.
Cyclists and pedestrians often fall under the category of so-called “alternative” or “nonmotorized” modes of transportation, but this research, along with many previous studies show
that the needs of cyclists and pedestrians are quite different. They display different behaviors
and have different preferences. Within each of the categories there is also a wide range of
users, from inexperienced, young, recreational cyclists to experienced, commuter cyclists. This
paper first looks at best practices and characteristics that are associated with a high-level of
non-motorized activity, specifically bicycling and walking. This report then looks at the
preferences of cyclists and pedestrians and the influence and value of various characteristics of
travel.

1.5 State of Bicycling and Walking in the US
According to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), 90 percent of work trips are typically
made by the automobile, 5 percent by public transit, 2.5 percent by walking and a mere 0.5
percent by bicycle (BTS, August, 2008). These facts reveal how meager the shares of nonmotorized modes are when the work trip is concerned. It is interesting to note that walking
captures five times the share of bicycling and public transit captures ten times the share of
bicycling.
According to the National Household Transportation Survey (NHTS), 10 percent of all trips are
conducted by walking and 1 percent are bicycling trips (FHWA, 2009 NHTS). This reveals a much
higher share of non-motorized transportation modes for purposes other than work, but
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bicycling captures only a tenth of the share of walking. Seventy to 90 percent of trips of all
purposes are made by the personal automobile depending on the metropolitan area. Buses are
used for roughly 1.5 to 4 percent, except for school, where the percentage is roughly 20
percent. Trains make up roughly 0.5 to 1 percent of trips. Americans are thus predominantly
dependent on mechanical means of travel that run largely on fossil fuels unlike walking and
bicycling.
The average walking trip is 3/4 of a mile. The average bicycling trip is just over 2 miles. Roughly
30 percent of walking trips and 40 percent of bicycling trips are for recreational purposes,
whereas only 20 percent of all trips of all modes are recreational. These reveal the sizable
proportions of non-motorized trips that are for leisure rather than utilitarian purposes. Thus
planning for these modes must purposefully satisfy the specific needs of utilitarian and
recreational uses.
America Bicycles (2010) states: “the average family spends 18 percent of annual income on
transportation.” As people find it difficult to buy or maintain one or more automobiles,
providing bicycling and pedestrian infrastructure allows access for people of all incomes. People
have reduced their driving in response to the difficult economic times (America Bicycles, 2010).
Ernst and Shoup (2009) note in America Bicycles that “41 percent of pedestrian fatalities take
place where there are no crosswalks available”. These facts point to the need for nonmotorized infrastructure to promote their use and for safety during use.
All these statistics reveal the fact that there is abundant room to increase the share of nonmotorized transportation in lieu of automobile use if the right conditions are created for use of
these modes. The right conditions would include the availability and convenience of nonmotorized transportation infrastructure and connections with desired land uses and activity
centers. This study is a step in the direction of determining what is desirable from the point of
view of users.
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2.0 Literature Review
2.1 Survey Development Research
This chapter provides an overview of the aspects of published literature that relates to the
study questions. The overview enabled the study team to identify issues and system
characteristics to address in interviews with officials and in the formulation of questions posed
in the user survey conducted as part of this study. Table 2-1 is a summary of issues researched
to inform this study. Issues are categorized under those related to facility characteristics,
environmental characteristics, amenities and trip-maker characteristics. Appendix 2-1 has
additional details.

Research
Subject
Categories
Facility Type

Nature of
Roadway

Table 2-1: Research Subject Categories and Issues of Interest
Issues

Mixed with automobile
traffic
Bicycle lane

Research
Subject
Categories

Individual and
Trip
Characteristics

Issues

Gender
Age

Bicycle path

Income

Sidewalk

Cycling experience

Trail

Private vehicle ownership

Functional class

Safety concerns

Sight distances

Personal security concerns

Turning radii

Trip Length, time or distance

Lane/median Configuration
On-street parking
Pavement type/quality

Environmental/
Situation
Characteristics

Nature of abutting land uses
Aesthetics along route

Intersection spacing

Degree of political and public
support
Level of public assistance

Cycling treatments at signals

Education and enforcement

Completeness of
infrastructure
Stop signs, red lights and
cross streets

Availability of public transport

Directness of roadway

Terrain grade

Volume or mix of vehicles

Climate

Driver Behavior

Cost or other disincentives

Amenities

Pedestrian interaction

Availability of showers
Availability of secure parking
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2.1.1 Influence of the Built Environment
Many studies show that the character of the developed urban environment (termed, built
environment) affects physical activity (Transportation Research Board [TRB], 2005). However,
people have different reactions to the environment of their local neighborhood or region.
Handy (quoted in TRB, 2005:159) says the built environment alone is not enough to influence
activity but it can facilitate activity. Goldsmith (1992:3) also states that “making bicycling and
walking more appealing is unlikely to generate a substantial shift to non-motorized travel
modes as long as society continues to promote ‘auto-friendly’ features.”
In comparing European and American cities, Pucher and Dijkstra (2003) state that average trip
distances in European cities are about half as long as in American cities. This is achieved by
having more compact development with mixed uses, which also make it easier and more
convenient to walk or cycle. Urban design is geared towards people and alternative
transportation rather than cars. In the Netherlands and Germany, for instance, well-lit
pedestrian areas, pedestrian refuge islands, raised crosswalks that are clearly visible, and
pedestrian-activated crossing signals are important in creating a safe environment for
pedestrians and cyclists (Pucher and Dijkstra, 2003).
Why do European cities appear to embrace walking and bicycling more than American cities
even with similarities in the built environment and promotion of these non-motorized modes?
Two possible explanations may be advanced. One is the short average trip distances in Europe.
The other is the auto-friendly conditions in the US.
Looking at the interface with automobile drivers, the literature on traffic education specifically
discusses the need to design the built environment to avoid pedestrian and cyclist collisions.
Traffic calming is thus reported to reduce the number of traffic fatalities by 53 percent on
average in traffic calmed neighborhoods compared to those that are not (Pucher and Dijkstra,
2003). “The risk of pedestrian death in crashes rises from five percent at 20 mph, to 45 percent
at 30 mph, and to 85 percent at 40 mph” according to the British Department of
Transportation (Pucher and Dijkstra, 2003:1513). Environments that are not safe for walking
and cycling deter the use of these modes.
2.1.2 Bicyclists
Location Case Studies

Hunt and Abraham (2007) reports: “some studies consider a particular location or city, and
relate its attributes to aspects of the bicycling behavior of its population relative to other
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locations. Typically, certain characteristics of an area are identified as responsible for the
comparatively high rates of bicycle use in the area. This has been done for the city of Davis in
California (Copley and Pelz, 1995), for European regions (Wynne 1992) and for North American
cities generally (Clarke, 1992)”.
Replogle (1995) describes the changes made to accommodate bicycling in Copenhagen,
Denmark. In the 1970s, the city chose to stop building roads and began to add bus priority lanes
and create a cycle path network. Over a decade, this resulted in a 10 percent drop in
automobile traffic and an 80 percent increase in bicycle use. There was a slight reduction in the
number of cycling accidents despite the increasing the size of the bicycling network and use.
The commute mode share in 1995 was one-third car, one-third transit, and one-third bicycling.
Other location studies show social and political aspects of behavior. A study that surveyed
bicycle professionals in the “top bicycle-friendly cities” in North America concluded that a full
time bicycle manager, supportive politicians and government agencies, and active citizens were
important in having a successful bicycle program (Clarke, 1992).
Hunt and Abraham (2007) contend that studies relying on aggregate levels of analysis to
describe travel behavior have numerous fallacies. The primary problems with studies that
compare aggregate mode shares to aggregate measure of factors that are thought to have
influence is that there is no direct behavioral basis (Richards, 1974). Since aggregate models
only discern differences between zones, “a large part of the actual variation in travel demand
behavior remains undetected” (Richards, 1974). Hunt and Abraham (2007) also point out that
ecological correlation can lead to confusion over cause and effect; “for example: did the
bicycling priority at certain traffic signals in the area give rise to the high volume of bicycling or
vice versa?”
Validated Expert Opinions

Models for rating bicycling facilities have been generated using expert knowledge and
experience. These models include a bicycle safety-rating index, a roadway condition index and a
proposal for a bicycling level of service (LOS) standard (Epperson, 1994). These models use
evaluated roadway characteristics such as road type, roadway geometrics and physical
conditions, traffic conditions and control conditions to help determine suitability for bicycle
routes. However, there is a concern that these models do not accurately predict actual cyclist
behavior (Hunt and Abraham, 2007). A study was done to calibrate the bicycle suitability
assessment model in which cyclists were asked to travel the route determined most suitable by
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the model and then travel as many other routes and compare their preference of these routes
to the “most suitable” route (Davis, 1995). The study found that cyclist perception of suitability
can differ from a numerical prediction of suitability (Davis, 1995). The study also showed that
traffic volume and speed are the most important factors for bicycle suitability (Davis, 1995).
This study demonstrates the need “to develop a method of mathematically representing
roadway conditions that are desirable for accommodating bicycling traffic” (Davis, 1995).
The National Cooperative Highway Research Project Report #616 (NCHRP-616, 2008)
establishes criteria for analyzing multi-modal level of service (LOS) on urban streets. The study
developed four models that capture the interactions of the various users of the street, that is,
auto drivers, bus riders, bicycle riders, and pedestrians. The models are sensitive to the street
design (e.g., number of lanes, widths, and landscaping), traffic control devices (signal timing,
speed limits), and traffic volumes. While the models can help in evaluating the benefits of
“complete streets” and “context sensitive” design options they do not identify user preferences
for treatments that this research is seeking. The models can help, however, in the evaluation of
both existing and planned bicycling and walking infrastructure in terms of the likely travel
experience of users.
Polls of Cyclists/ Cyclists Opinions

Polls of cyclists have been used to evaluate their preferences, concerns, and importance of
factors that influence bicycling behavior. Various bicycling surveys show that the average
utilitarian bicycling trip is between one and two miles, and the average commute trip of cyclists
is between five and six miles (Goldsmith, 1992). A study that surveyed 552 cyclists (Antonakos,
1994) found that “age was positively correlated with preference for on-road facilities and
negatively correlated with preference for bicycle paths separated from the roadway. Safety,
scenery, terrain, and bicycle safety education were more important to women on average than
to men. As expected, bicycling experience was negatively correlated with preference for offroad facilities and concerns about safety, traffic, and terrain. Bicycle safety education was rated
almost as high as the need for bicycle lanes to improve community bicycling conditions”
(Antonakos, 1994). It is worth noting that the apparent preference for bicycle lanes over bicycle
paths is not necessarily the result of their physical and operational characteristics, but rather
the relatively few numbers of paths available to riders and the fact that they often do not go to
big attractor destinations. One can postulate that if an urban area has as many bicycle paths as
bicycle lanes that connect the same numbers of trip attractors and generators, most people
would choose the paths. Similar findings and conclusions are later revealed from the user
survey conducted for this research project.
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The city of Calgary conducts a cyclist survey every four years in the CBD to better understand
cyclist’s needs and improve facilities. The survey found that “commuter cyclists spend an
average of 50 percent of their journey on pathways and 45 percent on-road” (Calgary, 2007).
The top request from cyclists was to improve the bicycle lanes both inside and outside of the
downtown. A secondary request was to increase secure parking, change room and shower
facilities (Calgary, 2007). Those surveyed also expressed a “considerable interest” in a “bicycle
station” facility. The survey also found that even though it is more dangerous to ride on the
sidewalks, 44 percent of cyclists stated that they ride on the sidewalks (Calgary, 2007).
In Denmark, bicycle paths are facilities which are either off-road or essentially bicycle lanes
separated by a median or barrier from mixed traffic. Most users in Denmark identify the
presence of a bicycle path as an important factor in route choice (Bernhoft and Carstensen,
2008). Besides the physical environment, many cyclists are focused on taking the shortest and
most direct route possible (Bernhoft and Carstensen, 2008). This is especially true for younger
cyclists. Older cyclists are more likely to choose routes based on there being a bicycle path and
less traffic (Bernhoft and Carstensen, 2008). The study also found that 30 percent of riders find
smooth pavements to be important when choosing a route and the availability of signalized
crossings is also a major factor for many cyclists (Bernhoft and Carstensen, 2008).
Other surveys show that more experienced cyclists are less fearful of safety issues (Goldsmith,
1992), and state lower stress levels than inexperienced cyclists with regards to high traffic
volumes, narrower bicycle lane widths, and vehicle speeds (Sorton and Walsh, 1994). Stress
levels increase as lane volumes increase, lane widths decrease, and vehicle speeds increase. In
general, 25 mph traffic produces a medium stress level and 45 mph traffic produces a high
stress level (Sorton and Walsh, 1994).
According to Hunt and Abraham (2007:7), “when respondents are able to present wish-lists
without any ‘cost’ they are encouraged to identify as much as possible. Rating different factors
on their own is a somewhat abstract process, which can lead to some inaccuracies. Any sort of
introspection concerning motivations has various problems, including the tendency towards ex
post rationalization and even memory loss regarding decisions made in the past.”
2.1.3 Non-cyclists
According to Hunt and Abraham (2007:8), the issue over asking opinions of non-cyclists is that
they have relatively little basis for evaluating various bicycling facilities. Therefore, the
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assumption can be made that if they choose to cycle, their preferences will evolve the same
way the preferences of current cyclists have evolved.
2.1.4 Discrete Choice Analysis
Choice analysis involves looking at the factors that affect cyclists’ decisions through
development of logit models. Data about these factors are gathered through either revealed
preference surveys (RP) or stated preference surveys (SP). Hunt and Abraham (2007) discuss
the benefits and issues associated with each type of survey. RP surveys are valuable because
they show the actual behavior and choices cyclists make in different situations. RPs are
problematic because they represent a cyclist’s choice among many alternatives and not
necessarily their ideal preference. It can also be difficult to determine the true preference of
one individual factor if it is correlated with another factor. If the shortest route length is along
arterial roads, we are not sure if cyclists prefer arterial roads or the shortest route. SP surveys,
if developed correctly, can pinpoint preferences of specific attributes more clearly. However,
there is always the question of whether or not the data represents reality and actual choices
riders would make.
SP surveys show the value of bicycling facilities through time value, percent of total travel time,
dollar value, travel distance, and ranking of importance. Modeling studies have shown many
factors that are related to bicycling choice as “sex, car ownership, age, proportion of students
within the population, ethnicity, socio-economic class and income. In addition to these, other
physical variables of relevance have been found to include journey distance, degree of urban
density and weather attributes, particularly mean temperature and rainfall and, very
significantly, hilliness” (Parkin et al, 2008:97).
Cervero and Duncan (2003) looked at a discrete choice model of factors affecting bicycling
behavior based on data from the 2000 Bay Area Travel Survey. Slope and riding through a lowincome neighborhood were the most significant deterrents, along with the number of vehicles
in a household and if the time of the trip was after dark. People were more likely to cycle for
recreation or social purpose and if they are male or African American. Having a pedestrian or
bicycle friendly environment increased the likelihood of choosing to cycle and was more
significant than having land use density or diversity.
Nelson and Allen (1997) reviewed data on 30 cities to establish a correlation between certain
factors and the percentage of bicycling commuters in an urban area. It was found that miles of
bicycle path, percent of college students and number of rainy days were factors that helped to
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predict the percent of bicycling commuters in the area. Dill and Carr (2003) continued this study
using more cities and more variables. They found that if there is more bicycling infrastructure,
there are higher rates of bicycling. Other variables, such as number of rainy days, vehicle
ownership, percent of college students, and number of people employed in agriculture were
significant together, but were not significant predictors on their own. For example, New
Orleans, which has very little bicycle infrastructure has a high percent of bicycling commuters,
possibly due to lower income levels (Dill and Carr, 2003).
Other studies look at how riders react to specific facilities. There are three main types of
roadways available for bicycling in the US: regular roadways with no special provisions for
bicycles, bicycle lanes, and off-road bicycle paths. Streets without provisions for bicycles are the
lowest ranking roadway type among users. Hunt and Abraham (2007) show that one minute in
mixed traffic is equivalent to roughly four minutes in a bicycle lane or two minutes on a bicycle
path. Reducing the amount of time a cyclist spends in mixed traffic is worth $17 per hour, as
opposed to $4 per hour for reducing time on a bicycle path (Abraham, 2002).
Bicycle lanes are often the highest ranking facility because they are seen as safer than riding in
mixed traffic and also provide a more efficient means of getting from origin to destination than
many off-road facilities. To use an improved bicycle lane, a cyclist would be willing to ride an
extra 16 minutes, opposed to an extra four minutes for a bicycle path improvement (Tilahun et
al, 2007). Other factors that affect cyclists are on street parking and the quality of the
pavement. Users are willing to ride nine minutes longer to use a route where on street parking
has been removed (Tilahun et al, 2007). Another study finds that bicycle lanes have the highest
utility from the point of view of inexperienced cyclists (Taylor and Mahmassani, 1997).
Garrard et al. (2008) observed the behavior of commuting cyclists at different locations around
the Central Business district of Melbourne, Australia. This study shows that women are more
likely to use off-road facilities when they are available and use them more often than men.
Women also generally cycle shorter distances than men. Also important are the facilities for
parking bicycles at destinations and facilities cyclists can use to change and shower. Availability
of a secure, individual parking location for a bicycle is equal to 8.5 minutes on an arterial road
(Abraham, 2002). Taylor and Mahmassani (1997) found that individual bicycle lockers were
valued as a 2.5 times greater incentive than only covered, lockable parking.
Handy et al (2010) used a nested logit model to examine the decisions to both own and use a
bicycle in six US cities. The results showed strong effects of the attitudes of individuals as well
as the physical and social environment on both ownership and use of bicycles. An important
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attitudinal variable, for instance, is whether respondents “liked riding a bicycle”. An important
factor of the physical environment is “distance to destination”. And an important factor of
social perception is “who else is bicycling”. The authors concluded therefore that “a
multifaceted approach to increasing bicycling is needed, one that focuses on the individual level
as well as the social and physical environments”.
2.2 Pedestrians
Location Case Studies

Montgomery County, Maryland developed a Pedestrian Friendliness Index (Replogle, 1995).
Scores were assigned to different zones based on the availability of sidewalks, bicycle paths,
bus stop shelters, building setbacks, and local land use heterogeneity. The author found that
the scores reflected variation in mode choice between automobiles and transit. Montgomery
County also performed a sidewalk inventory. This inventory, along with mode choice data,
showed that the presence of sidewalks was a significant predictor for whether people walked to
transit, cycled to transit, or drove to work.
In Portland (Replogle, 1995), the METRO planning agency developed a Pedestrian Environment
Factor (PEF) to help in pedestrian prediction models. The agency gave zones scores based on
sidewalk continuity, ease of street crossings, local street characteristics, and topography. “The
PEF proved to be a significant factor in determining automobile ownership” (Replogle, 1995:
80-81). People with knowledge of a nearby location to walk to are more likely to be active
(Powell et al, 2003).
Polls of Pedestrians

Pedestrian facilities include sidewalks and crosswalks. Crosswalks are either located at
intersections or mid-block, and can be signalized or without a signal in both types of locations.
According to Bernhoft and Carstensen (2008), 40 to 60 percent of pedestrians consider the
presence of a sidewalk an important factor in route choice. About 70 percent of users will cross
a street where there is a crosswalk, rather than crossing at the most convenient location.
However, only 38 percent say they will divert their route to use a crosswalk and 20 percent say
they will never divert their route to use a crosswalk (Sisiopiku and Akin, 2003). Also, 85 percent
of pedestrians say their route choice is influenced by the presence of a midblock crosswalk and
74 percent of respondents said the presence of a signal influenced their decision to cross. Only
10 percent say they wait for a green signal while many others either wait for an acceptable gap
or for traffic to clear completely.
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Studies also show that most pedestrians are concerned with the fastness or directness of the
route. With older pedestrians, the smoothness of the route, presence of sidewalks, and
presence of pedestrian crossings are more important factors than the directness of the route
(Bernhoft and Carstensen, 2008). In general, pedestrians are more likely to choose routes with
higher Level of Service (LOS), and even more so on longer trips (Muraleetharan and Hagiwara,
2007).
Safety is a major concern for pedestrians. Studies show that pedestrians do not like encounters
with cyclists, short pedestrian signals, which can add to concern for right-turn-on-red (RTOR)
vehicles, and high speeds or high traffic volumes on the road (McAndrews et al., 2006). At the
same time, pedestrians often do not comply with the DON’T WALK signal at intersections
(Sisiopiku and Akin, 2003). These studies show that pedestrian behavior is more sporadic than
that of cars. Acceptable wait times in cars may not be equally acceptable to the pedestrians.
And pedestrians are not as concerned with a pleasant walking environment at their destination
as they are with having an adequate walking environment on their way to a destination
(McAndrews et al., 2006).
Discrete Choice Analysis

Cervero and Duncan (2003) looked at a discrete choice model of factors affecting walking
behavior based on data from the 2000 Bay Area Travel Survey. The authors found that longer
trip distances and slope of the land are major deterrents for walking. Other significant
deterrents were rainfall, walking through a low-income neighborhood, being disabled, and the
number of vehicles in a household. People were more likely to walk for recreation or social
reasons. Factors of the built environment played a small role in whether or not people would
walk, though density and diversity of land uses were more influential than pedestrian and
bicycle friendly design.
Schlossberg et al (2007) show that many pedestrians are willing to walk about half a mile (or
approximately 10 minutes) to access a train station. This is twice the assumed acceptable
walking distance commonly used for planning purposes.
Pikora et al (2003) show that the availability of a shop is more likely to influence pedestrians
than the presence of sidewalks. However, the presence of sidewalks, along with having access
to a high-quality public space, and less car traffic are also more likely to increase pedestrian
activity.
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2.3 Innovative Practices
Traffic Cells have been implemented in many cities throughout the world. The intention of the
Traffic Cell is generally to reduce the amount of traffic that is coming into a particular part of a
city by stopping automobile traffic from entering the area. This results in encouraging walking,
biking, and transit use in these areas. The UC Davis campus is an example in California; other
cities that provide this treatment include Gotenberg, Sweden and Nagoya, Japan (Replogle
1995). On much smaller cases, a few blocks of streets are converted permanently to pedestrianonly zones typically in central cities where the volumes of pedestrians are high to enhance the
safety of the walking public.

2.4 Digest of Facility Characteristics
Appendix 2-1 includes a digest of various facility characteristics and associated cyclist or
pedestrian behavior as reported in the literature from surveys and analyses conducted in other
studies. These characteristics helped in the formulation of questions posed in the user survey
conducted in this study.
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3.0 Case Study Research
3.1 Three Study Cities and Campuses
The California cities of Davis, Palo Alto and San Luis Obispo are ranked platinum, gold and silver
respectively by the League of American Bicyclists. All three cities have a high percentage of
college students and a mild, year-round climate. Davis and Palo Alto also have a flat terrain. In
Davis, for instance, bicycle commute mode share is 14 percent, which is roughly 35 times the
national average (2009 Bicycle Friendly America Yearbook).
Appendix 3.1 includes case study descriptions that combine information from interviews,
campus plans, US census data, and the League of American Bicyclists. Though some of the
information is subjective, such as which people are the most influential in a community, the
descriptions would give the reader a good idea of how these communities developed.

3.2 Factors in Developing a Bicycle and Pedestrian Friendly City and
Campus
The following subsections provide a digest of opinions of officials interviewed about factors that
have contributed to the development of these case studies into bicycle and pedestrian friendly
cities.
3.2.1 City of Davis, California

The City Engineer (Marshall, 2010) asserts that Davis has had good results because bicycling is a
way of life. He maintains that the California law that requires planners to plan for all modes and
abilities when updating the general plan will help other cities in this manner. Cities should
outreach to the business community because they are a good ally. Planners can help businesses
to realize that bicycling may be good for business. According to Dill and Carr (2003), cyclists may
spend more time downtown because they made an effort to be there. They recommend that
cities provide on-street bicycle parking and outdoor dining. Some barriers to bicycling include
the facts that people are really busy and there are such land use factors as long routes to retail
establishments. People cannot be expected to cycle every day, but maybe occasionally. Cities
should realize that not everyone’s schedule is flexible. Some people do not like change
(Goddard, 2010). There is also a perception, and partly reality, that bicycling is unsafe. When
car use increases, bicycling does become less safe. The weather is sometimes a barrier to
bicycling while many people do not recognize its health benefits (Marshall, 2010).
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Marshall (2010) emphasizes that creating a bicycling community took a community effort in
which no one particular group was the most important. He considers elected representatives,
City/University Staff, community activists, and ordinary residents equally influential. Goddard
considered the community activists, ordinary residents, and city staff the most influential in
supporting bicycling. Local business owners are considered equally influential but in a generally
negative sense. Elected representatives have also been highly influential. Transit agency staff
and MPO staff have had some influence, but the MPO’s are particularly important in providing
money. Consultants are rarely used in the city of Davis (Goddard, 2010). The local MPO staff
asks Davis City staff for advice on standards (Marshall, 2010).
Davis is considered a unique community because of its long bicycling history. Some of the
important steps it would recommend for other cities to take are:
•

Create a grassroots movement involving community, staff, and elected officials

•

Engage the community in a forum, finding their needs and their barriers

•

Make bicycle facilities convenient

•

Go through the process of creating a Bicycle Plan so there will be concrete steps for
implementation.

•

Make sure Transportation Engineering staff understand the importance of
bicycle/pedestrian planning and the principles of design

•

Tap into the will of community activists.

•

Find influential people who are cyclists who can talk to the Council. College professors
usually have clout.

•

Find people in City Departments who are sympathetic to the cause.

•

Do research to find grants.

3.2.2 City of San Luis Obispo, California

Those interviewed assert that some of the key players in bringing about change have been the
general bicycling public, bicycle clubs, the Bicycle Advisory Committee, the pro–alternative
transportation City Council, and the Public Works Department (Mandeville, 2010, Rivoire,
2010). Increased community interest along with increased funding for alternative
transportation has allowed for improvements to facilities (Mandeville, 2010). Students, facilities
planning staff, and commuter and access services at Cal Poly have produced good bicycle and
pedestrian results.
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Both Peggy Mandeville and Dan Rivoire believe elected officials and metropolitan planning staff
are the most influential stakeholders. Consultants are considered the least influential. Other
groups such as community activists, residents, employees, business owners, and transit agency
staff fall between these two groups. Dan Rivoire believes that University Staff and community
activists are influential.
Officials consider the following the most important steps for a city to get started:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have policies that support goals for alternative transportation in the Circulation Element of the
General Plan
Adopt a Bicycle Plan
Work with advocacy groups, develop community support, and raise funds
Include bicycle projects in the budget program
Develop partnerships among stakeholder groups
Apply for grants
Set-up a Bicycle Advisory Committee
Provide adequate staffing
Provide education and enforcement
Celebrate success as a way of marketing and disseminating information
Monitor progress so as to make needed adjustments

3.2.3 City of Palo Alto, California

The City Council has been important in bringing about change in the community. It supported
updating the Bicycle Master Plan, increasing bicycle parking downtown, and the safe routes to
school program. The School Districts and parent-teacher association (PTA), the Silicon Valley
Bicycle Coalition, Western Willow, neighborhood groups, and individual advocates have also
been influential (Kishimoto, 2010). The Palo Alto Bicycle Advisory Committee, the Planning and
Transportation Commission, and various officials are important players as well (Rius, 2010).
The elected representatives, city and university staff, and advisory groups are considered most
influential (Kishimoto, 2010, Rius, 2010). Community activists, consultants, and residents are
also highly influential but employers, transit agency staff, MPO staff, and schools are slightly
less influential (Kishimoto, 2010). According to Rius, these secondary groups are only
moderately influential.
There is a bicycle valet service during football games at Stanford. The service is run by
volunteers from the Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition. The free services parked about 1000
bicycles per home game during the 2009-2010 season and served as a fundraiser for the
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organization (which received some funding from the school for providing the service (Scott,
2010).

3.3 World Scan of Innovative Practices
Many innovative practices and projects are taking place in the US and Europe. They deal with
various scales of influence, but all aim to increase both safety and convenience for cyclists and
pedestrians. Pucher et al, (2010) conducted an international review and assessment of the
effects of various levels of such interventions as infrastructure provision, integration with public
transit, education and marketing programs, and policies on increased bicycle use. They
concluded that integrated packages of many different complementary programs are necessary
to realize substantial increases in bicycle use. Some of the innovative interventions identified
are described in the subsections that follow. Similarly, Krizek et al (2010) conducted a
comprehensive review of the international literature on walking and cycling in which they
identified what the authors termed soft measures that deal with pricing, programming and
education and hard measures that deal with community and infrastructure design. The authors
also concluded that “urban environments with high levels of walking and cycling typically
represent a combination of many factors that help promote these modes of travel.” Other
studies such as Forsyth et al (2010) and Krizek et al (2009) point to these conclusions.
3.3.1 Organizations
Many organizations throughout the US propose different ways for cities to increase bicycle and
pedestrian friendliness or safety with different approaches achieving similar goals. Two such
organizations and their recommendations are identified next.
America Walks (2010) offers the following recommendations for walkable communities which
focus on the nature of the build environment that results from land use planning:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a range of housing opportunities and choices
Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration
Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place
Make development decisions predictable, fair and cost effective
Mix land uses (e.g. housing and retail)
Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty and critical environmental areas
Provide a variety of transportation choices
Strengthen and direct development towards existing communities
Take advantage of compact building design
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Smart Communities (2010) also offers the following recommendations for walkable
communities which focus on operational improvements to transportation facilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide linked walkways
Pedestrianize intersections with the aid of medians and bulbouts
Enhance ADA accessibility
Practice good signal placement
Offer illumination/visibility at intersections
Provide safe median crossings
Have specific pedestrian access points for schools
Eliminate parking where pedestrians will walk behind cars
Provide safe pedestrian access to shopping center
Install auto-restricted zones and parking restricted zones
Combine walking with transit
Practice walkable scale land use planning

3.3.2 Programs
The CIVITAS Initiative

The CIVITAS Initiative “helps cities to achieve a more sustainable, clean and energy efficient
urban transport system by implementing and evaluating an ambitious, integrated set of
technology and policy-based measures” by implementing integrated packages of technology
and policy measures in the field of energy and transportation in order to build up critical mass
and markets for innovation. In its most current version of the initiative, 5 demonstration projects
are taking part in 25 cities within CIVITAS PLUS (2008-2012). These demonstration cities all over
Europe are to be funded by the European Commission. Sample projects include those that promote
a less car intensive lifestyle and encompass car-free housing; sustainable leisure and recreation;
shared car use and ownership; and motorized two-wheelers and bicycles CIVITAS, 2010).

High-Tech Bicycle Rental

Electronic bicycle rentals are now in use in several European cities (e.g. Amsterdam, Brussels
and Copenhagen) and such US cities as Minneapolis and Washington DC. One of the most
popular electronic bicycle rental systems is the Parisian Velib. The Velib is a self-service system
which offers thousands of bicycles located at hundreds of stations throughout Paris. As a
testament to the system’s high convenience the stations are operational 24 hours a day, they
are fully automated, and bicycles can be returned to any Velib station. To rent a bicycle, a Velib
compatible bank or chip card is required at the station’s terminal. See Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1: A Sample Velib Service Station

Complete Streets

The complete streets program involves the idea that all streets are created to allow users of all
modes, ages, and abilities to have safe access. In adopting these policies, agencies take on the
view that all transportation improvements are opportunities to create safe access for all users
by all modes. As gas prices and infrastructure costs increase, providing for multiple modes can
save users on transportation costs. Money that is not spent on transportation could be
available as disposable income. Because private autos are generally the most expensive form of
transportation, switching to alternative modes can allow families to save and spend more
money on other needs. The Complete Streets bills that certain states have passed require that
all modes are considered when cities review their Circulation Elements. These requirements
enhance attention to bicyclists, walkers and wheelchair users (Complete Streets, 2010).
Safe Routes to School

This program aims to encourage bicycling and walking by children to school. The program
involves educators, parents, and students in deciding for their local school those options that
can help students get to school safely. The community then makes a plan, which may include
some infrastructure improvements and funding options. The program also encourages
promotional activities and special events to educate and encourage students to continue
bicycling or walking (National Center, 2010).
3.3.3 Infrastructure
Complete Network

A complete network of bicycle facilities is important in encouraging bicycle use. In addition,
auto-free areas with streets for bicyclists and pedestrians only are also desirable for walking
and cycling. Providing direct origin-to-destination routes for bicycles and pedestrians and less
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direct routes for cars also encourages the use of alternative transportation. At intersections,
special signal phases add to the safety of cyclists and walkers (Pucher and Dijkstra, 2003).
Bicycle Superhighway

A new trend in bicycle friendly nations like Holland and Denmark is the “bicycle superhighway.”
In Copenhagen, these routes, as shown in Figure 3-2, are planned to be developed on existing
bicycle paths with several added improvements. According to the city’s vision, planned
modifications include:
•

Smooth surfaces free of debris, ice, and snow

•

Routes to be as direct as possible without detours

•

Uniform signage and other homogenous visual expressions

•

Bicycle maintenance stations with air and tools along the routes

•

Wide routes to allow maintaining high speeds to overtake slower cyclists

•

Cyclist priority when crossing streets

•

Signal coordination on routes with frequent traffic signals to enable cyclists traveling at
20 km/h consistently, to ride the band of green signals, termed “Green Wave”.
Figure 3-2: A Map of Bicycle Superhighways in Copenhagen
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3.3.4 Traffic Management
Traffic Cells

Traffic Cells are auto-free or reduced auto zones that are implemented in many cities around
the world. The purpose of the Traffic Cell is to reduce the amount of vehicular traffic that enters
particular parts of a city by restricting automobiles from entering the area. The creation of
Traffic Cells encourages walking, bicycling, and use of public transit in the restricted areas. The
UC Davis campus is an example in California where central campus is treated as a traffic cell.
Other cities with similar traffic management schemes include Gothenburg, Sweden and Nagoya,
Japan (Replogle, 1995). Often, traffic cells are used around city centers to encourage people to
access the center through bicycling, walking, or public transit.
Continuous Green Signal for Pedestrians

In 2009, the city of Graz, Austria, introduced a new type of traffic management at a highly used
pedestrian crossing. The basic phase is always green for pedestrians while cars have a red
signal. Cars are detected by a loop at a certain distance from the intersection. If vehicle speed
exceeds 30 km/h when approaching the crossing, the driver encounters a red signal. If the
motorist slows down to a predetermined lower speed, the green signal comes on. An
evaluation showed that not only do pedestrians benefit but also the queuing of cars has
reduced.
Shared Zones

The shared zone, termed Begegnungszonen in Switzerland, may be designated along individual
streets, open squares, or over an entire system of roads. The identifying characteristic of these
zones is that while pedestrians and motor vehicles can both occupy the area, pedestrians
always have the right-of-way. Vehicles must stop and let any pedestrians move uninterrupted.
For these actions to be possible, speeds must be kept very low. These zones are different from
the “shared traffic lanes” marked by the double-chevron-over-bicycle sign, termed “Sharrow”,
to remind autos and bicycles to share the road. There are more than 200 shared zones in
Switzerland and Germany. Figure 3-3 shows an identification sign and picture of a shared zone
(Begegnungszonen, 2010).
Figure 3-3: A Shared Zone with Pedestrians, Bicycles and a Bus
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According to Swiss federal law, the defining aspects of the Begegnungszonen are:
• Pedestrian traffic always gets precedence, even over public transportation.
• The pedestrians may not, however, obstruct traffic unnecessarily (no loitering in the
street).
• The posted speed limit is 20 km/h.
• Signs mark the entrance and end to these zones and display the speed limit.
• Parking is only allowed in designated areas.
Figure 3-4 shows examples of pedestrian priority zones in Burgdorf, Bern, and Biel, all in
Switzerland.
Figure 3-4: Examples of Shared Zones in Switzerland

a. Signage for Shared Zone, Switzerland

b. Begegnungszonen Burgdorf, Switzerland

c. Begegnungzone in Bern, Switzerland

d. Begegnungzone in Biel, Switzerland
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Community Design for Reduced Auto Speeds

Complementary to such traffic management schemes as Shared Areas, traffic calming and
raised cross-walks is a movement to reduce auto speeds and promote walking and bicycling.
One such advocacy group in the US is America Walks, a national coalition of local advocacy
groups dedicated to promoting walkable communities. Like similar advocacy groups, “America
Walks is a national resource which fosters walkable communities by engaging, educating, and
connecting walking advocates” (America Walks, 2010). These movements advocate the
following to help reduce the speed of automobiles, thereby making environments safer for
pedestrians:
• Narrower streets
• Street trees and mature tree canopy, or other landscaping
• On-street parking
• Buildings located close to the sidewalk
• Raised crosswalks
• Reducing the number and width of traffic lanes
This type of advocacy is reflected, for instance, in policies of the City of Davis, California which
restricts major roads to no more than four lanes. Similarly, Olympia, Washington has proposed
“narrower standards for lane widths based on a roadway’s target speed, add shorter block
lengths and tighter curb radii – not exceeding 10 feet in urban and suburban areas or 25 feet on
bus and truck routes” (America Walks, 2010).

3.4 A Generalized Typology of Bicycle & Walking Facility Treatments
The project team observed field treatments of walking and bicycling facilities in the three case
study cities of Davis, Palo Alto and San Luis Obispo. The aim of the field work was to perform
first-hand documentation of treatments from which to derive a typology that categorizes
groups of treatment options. To enrich the field observations, an additional city, Santa Barbara,
California, was also surveyed. Just like the original three cases, Santa Barbara also has a high
bicycle-using student population; it is ranked “Silver” in bicycle friendliness by the League of
American Cyclists. Table 3-5 is a summary list of the generalized typology of treatments and
identifies the case study cities where individual treatments were observed. The table reveals at
a glance the complexity of different treatments applied in the various case study communities.
Pictures from the field visits are presented in the recommendations chapter of this report.
For ease or organization, treatments are divided into six broad categories: (a) types of bicycle
lanes are identified by adjacency to automobile lanes; (b) types of walking lanes are also
identified by adjacency to automobile lanes; (c) grade separation differentiates whether there
is concurrency with automobile lanes and whether the crossing goes over or under the
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roadway; (d) at grade crossings and intersections are by far the largest collection and
differentiation of treatments for pedestrians and bicyclists; (e) types of separation identifies the
provision of facilities jointly or exclusively for human, bicycle and automobile traffic; (f) parking
identifies the level of sophistication in the provision of bicycle parking facilities. It is noteworthy
that it is not only the number of different treatments, but also the extent of deployment that
contribute to the friendliness of a community for bicycling or walking.
Table 3-1a: A Generalized Typology of Bicycle & Walking Facility Treatments
Treatment

Davis

Bicycle Lanes
Wide shoulder lane for bicycles and parking
Divided shoulder lane for bicycles and parking
Shoulder bicycle lane without parking
Separate two-way bicycle path and walking trail
Dual treatment: on-street bicycle lane and
separated bicycle path
Walking Paths
Wide shoulder lane for walking and parking
Sidewalks next to travel and parking lanes
Sidewalks and Bi-directional Bicycle Lanes
separated by flower beds from travel lanes
Types of Lateral Separation
World Trends and Emphasis: three-way
separation of autos, cyclists, walkers
Two-way separation of autos and cyclists
Two-way separation of autos and walkers
Separated bicycle path only
Street shared by autos and bicycles ("Sharrow")
Bicycle Boulevard
Grade Separation
Bicycle/Pedestrian overpass over freeways and
Rail Lines
Bicycle underpass concurrent with road
underpass
Bicycle-only under-pass
Bicycle Lane across Highway Bridge
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Locations
San
Palo
Luis
Alto
Obispo

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√

Santa
Barbara

√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√

√

√
√
√

√
√

Table 3-1b: A Generalized Typology of Treatments (continued)
Treatment
At-Grade Crossings and Intersections
Bicycle only roundabouts for bicycle paths
Bicycle & bus roundabouts (no automobiles)
Separate pedestrian paths at roundabouts
Bicycle signal phase at signalized intersection
Bicycle signal at intersection with no automobile
traffic signal
Road Diet for Reduced Pedestrian Crossing
Distance
Bulb-outs for reduced pedestrian crossing
distance
Textured cross-walks for improved visual
demarcation of pedestrian crossings
Raised cross-walks (speed table) for improved
pedestrian visibility and auto speed calming
Bicycle- pedestrian connector at mid-block
location
Bicycle- pedestrian connector at cul-de-sac
Parking
Bicycle racks
Bicycle stations
Bicycle lockers
Bicycle rental stations

Davis

Locations
San
Palo
Luis
Alto
Obispo

√
√
√
√

Santa
Barbara
√

√

√
√

√

√

√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√

√
√
√
√

3.4 Key Findings
3.4.1 General Characteristics
There are certain factors that cities with high bicycling mode shares have in common. Many
cities have more than one of these major characteristics:
• Flat terrain
• Compact development with mixture of land uses
• Mild climate
• Interconnected network
• Bicycling culture
Davis has all of these features. Palo Alto is larger than Davis, but it also has all the
characteristics. San Luis Obispo is very hilly and compact with a fairly good climate and a
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university which helps to add to the bicycling culture. It is noteworthy, however, that cities like
Amsterdam and Copenhagen have cold climates and are not as small in physical size of the
built-up area, but are flat, have mixed land use and have strong bicycling cultures.
3.4.2 Local Involvement
The research has revealed that many bicycling communities have at least one of the following:
•
•
•
•

Bicycle advisory committee or commission
Bicycle advocacy groups
Bicycle clubs
Elected officials or city Engineers and Planners who advocate bicycling

Davis offers a lesson on the importance of local involvement. It originally had a strong city
official who was a bicycling advocate, and it developed a culture of bicycling. When this official
retired and many newcomers came to the city, the mode share dropped, but more recently a
bicycling advocacy group has been created which has helped to increase the bicycling mode
share again.
3.4.3 Planning
It is important for cities in California to have Bicycle Master Plans in order to secure funding
from the California Department of Transportation (California DOT, 2005) for bicycling projects.
The Complete Streets movement provides examples, legislative options and ideas for
retrofitting streets to accommodate all users. While the Complete Streets approach may be
desired for an entire city, sometimes the best bicycle connection between two locations may be
a bicycle path rather than a bicycle lane along a major arterial. Thus it is important to exercise
flexibility in choosing the most appropriate option for specific circumstances from the menu of
treatments identified in the generalized typology.
3.4.4 Engineering
Appropriate infrastructure must:
•
•
•

Connect land uses and activity centers in the city
Make cyclists and pedestrians feel and be safe
Provide the appropriate amount of bicycle parking and other amenities

A bicycle station (e.g. in Santa Barbara) is a multi-amenity facility with sheltered parking similar
to a parking structure for automobiles. While a bicycle station may be considered a high level,
all-in-one amenity, it is the availability of the amenities that is important. Both Cal Poly and UC
Davis, for instance, do not provide the bicycle station with sheltered bicycle parking, but do
provide many of the same types of facilities, such as showers and lockable bicycle parking. In
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the Cal Poly experience, the more bicycle racks that are provided, the more bicycle racks that
are used; this fact that is indicative of a certain level of latent demand.
3.4.5 Education and Encouragement
Because everyone is a pedestrian at some point, the basics of being a safe pedestrian are
generally taught by parents or in school. In some European countries, all children will have
instruction in school on safe bicycling (and walking) techniques. This gives all citizens the ability
to cycle safely. Education programs in the US are generally run by bicycling groups within cities.
They reach some students and some people who are interested in bicycling, but do not reach a
large portion of the population.

3.4.6 Enforcement
Enforcement is important for establishing a law-abiding bicycling culture which in turn garners
more respect from auto drivers and pedestrians. The research reveals that the best type of
enforcement is that which is combined with education, is similar to automobile drivers being
ordered to engage in driver education training following citations for violations.

3.4.7 Evaluation
Periodic evaluation helps to enhance the provision of walking and cycling facilities. As a result
of evaluation, the City of Davis, for instance, is leaning toward removal of parallel bicycle paths
from major arterials because of conflict with turning vehicles. Evaluation helps identify the
types and locations of needs of walkers, cyclists and all other travelers. It therefore needs to be
integrated into the implementation of facilities.

3.4.8 Utilitarian Use and Recreational Use
The literature review showed that many people were willing to walk further for commuting
purposes (e.g. walking to a train station) than for other purposes. People typically take the
shortest route whether or not there is any sort of infrastructure provided for pedestrians. In
short, street decorations do very little to encourage commuting by walking, but land use factors
do encourage people to walk.

3.4.9 General Observations
Though there is perhaps a specific type of community layout that is best suited for cyclists and
pedestrians, having a few of the general characteristics (flat terrain, compact development,
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mixture of land use, mild climate, inter-connected network) can allow a city to develop into a
cycling and pedestrian friendly community. Many communities, specifically in California, have
good climates despite being hilly or low-density. Though geography cannot be changed, every
city can create a bicycling culture through advocacy groups, clubs, school programs, and
involved city officials or planners. Conversely, even if a city is a perfect candidate
geographically, without any sort of advocacy, alternative travel options may not be provided for
thereby creating opportunity for choice.
There is an abundance of treatments available to towns and cities to suit various circumstances.
Careful choice through deliberation can aid in the optimal use of funding to achieve userfriendliness. If the US, or a particular city, wants to create a better bicycling culture, the cities
must create more extensive educational opportunities for children and adults in safe bicycling
practices.
This research shows that bicycling and walking have very little in common, and therefore should
be treated separately as methods of transportation. There are also distinct differences between
utilitarian use and recreational use. Bicycling and walking are in turn different from driving cars
in that walking or bicycling can by themselves constitute recreational activity, while driving is
almost always utilitarian, so there is little need for separation of utilitarian versus recreational
driving. Considering that recreational trips make up only 20 percent of all person trips, and
bicycling and walking modes are composed of 40 and 30 percent recreational trips respectively,
this means that providing for utilitarian bicycling and walking may be an important step in
increasing alternative mode share. Cities should therefore consider both recreational and
utilitarian uses when developing circulation plans.
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4.0 Survey of Bicycling and Walking Facilities
4.1 The Survey
This chapter introduces the survey conducted to capture user travel choices and preferences
with special focus on bicycling and walking. The chapter also presents a summary of findings
under the general headings of: user characteristics; travel characteristics; rating of travel
environment in terms of bicycling and walking facilities; bicycling behavior; and walking
behavior.
4.1.1 Survey Administration
A general user survey was administered to residents of the three case study cities of Davis, Palo
Alto and San Luis Obispo. The target population included three distinct groups: (a) nonmotorized travelers, that is, bicyclists and walkers; (b) public transit users; and automobile
drivers. To achieve this, samples of residents were randomly solicited within specific target
strata that included the college campuses (for all three groups), farmers' markets (for all three
groups), members of bicycle coalitions (for bicyclists) and users of designated bicycle and
walking paths (for bicyclists and walkers respectively) in the case study cities. Some
respondents answered and returned questionnaires to surveyors while others mailed them
back. Many others took instruction cards and filled the surveys online. The number of useable
responses completed for all case study cities combined was 658 of which approximately half
were filled directly online by survey participants. Inferences in general would be accurate to 4%
within a 95% confidence interval. Appendix 4-1 shows a copy of the survey instrument.
4.1.2 Sample Data and Weighting
As with all surveys that cannot compel randomly selected subjects to respond, there is some
element of self-selection bias. The sampling process continued till all strata of interest were
adequately represented in the responses. To correct for bias, a two-stage weighting technique
was applied to the sample data. The first stage calculated weights based on the distribution of
case study area residents by the age cohorts applied in the user survey (which reflects ranges
used by the US Census). This is to account for the fact that certain ages in the distribution were
over-represented while others were under-represented relative to the same distribution in the
census. The 2008 distribution of residents by age and gender was retrieved from the American
Community Survey (ACS) and applied. The second stage corrected for the fact that more males
were represented in the survey than females compared to the Census. Appendix 4-2 shows
details on the distribution of survey participants by age and gender in the sample and ACS as
well as the weights that were applied.
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4.2 Participant Characteristics
4.2.1 Age Distribution
The survey targeted respondents who were 18 years old or above. Thus less than 1% of
respondents were under 18 years old. The largest single age group by far (35%) comprised
those between 18 and 24. This phenomenon was due to the large youthful population among
respondents in San Luis Obispo. The next largest group is contiguous (25 to 34) and had only
half as many respondents. Together these two younger age groups depict a skew toward
youthful participants in Davis and San Luis Obispo, while Palo Alto reflects a more normal
distribution among survey participants. Table 4-1 shows the relative distribution of ages of
survey respondents in the three case study cities. Figure 4-1 depicts the differences in age
distribution of survey participants.
4.2.2 Income Distribution
The more youthful population of respondents in San Luis Obispo and Davis is reflected in their
proportionately higher distribution within the lower personal income groups. 46% and 42%
respectively of respondents are students compared to 7% in Palo Alto. The proportionately
higher ages of respondents in Palo Alto is reflected in their distribution within the upper income
categories. See Table 4-2 and Figure 4-2
It was apparent that some of the cells of the distribution would end up with too few
respondents to enable robust analysis. Therefore further analyses presented in subsequent
sections were conducted for responses from all case study areas combined.
Table 4-1: Relative Distribution of Ages of Respondents by Case Study City
Age Group
under 18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Case Study Total

Davis
0%
11%
51%
14%
14%
9%
0%
0%
100%

Palo
Alto
0%
10%
15%
19%
24%
17%
8%
6%
100%
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San Luis
Obispo
1%
44%
15%
11%
11%
12%
5%
0%
100%

Combined
(All Case
Studies)
1%
35%
17%
13%
14%
13%
6%
2%
100%

Figure 4-1: Age Distribution of Survey Respondents by Case Study City

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Combined (All Case Studies)
San Luis Obispo
Palo Alto
Davis

Davis

Palo Alto

San Luis Obispo

Combined (All Case Studies)

Table 4-2: Income of Respondents by Case Study City
San Luis
Obispo
19%

Combined
(All Case
Studies)
16%

Annual Income
None

Davis
9%

Palo
Alto
8%

Under $20k
$20k-39k
$40k-59k
$60k-79k
$80k-99k

17%
26%
20%
3%
6%

7%
6%
12%
7%
11%

35%
8%
9%
12%
8%

28%
9%
10%
11%
8%

$100k-149k

14%

20%

5%

9%

Over $150k
Case Study Total

6%
100%

30%
100%

4%
100%

9%
100%
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Figure 4-2: Income Distribution of Survey Respondents by Case Study City
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4.2.3 Gender
With a 60/40 split of male to female respondents, there is some gender gap in responses. The
split is reversed in Davis where this phenomenon is consistent with its Census data.
4.2.4 Employment
Nearly two out of every five respondents were students, a result that is not surprising in college
towns with a survey that targeted bicyclists and walkers. However close examination revealed
that the high proportion of students was captured in Davis (42%) and San Luis Obispo (46%),
but not in Palo Alto (7%), which is by virtue of its location in an area that thrives with much
economic activity. The catch-all "other" category (including government workers, retirees and
home-makers, among many others) is the next highest employment category (31%) followed by
those in the education and office sectors (with 11% each). Another sector with a significant
number of respondents is information (6%); two-thirds of these were survey participants in
Palo Alto. This latter observation is consistent with the relatively high incomes reported among
participants in Palo Alto. Table 4-3 shows the distribution of respondents by type of
employment.
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Table 4-3: Respondents by Type of Employment
Type of
Employment
Student
Other
Office
Education
Information
Retail
Financial
Agriculture
Total

Responses
255
206
75
74
38
15
9

Percent
37.8%
30.5%
11.1%
11.0%
5.6%
2.2%
1.3%

3
675

0.4%
100%

4.3 Travel Characteristics
4.3.1 Vehicles Available
The overwhelming majority of respondents (91%) had an automobile available for travel. Nearly
as many respondents (87%) had a bicycle available for travel as did those who had an
automobile available for travel. Despite the high levels of availability, respondents chose for
work or school trips the automobile 36% of the time and bicycle 33% of the time. Table 4-4
shows the distribution of vehicle availability by type of vehicle.

Table 4-4: Number and Type of Vehicles Available to Survey Respondents
Type of Vehicle Available

Number of Vehicles
Available
One
Two
Three
Four

Automobile
373
181
28
16

Motorcycle
32
4
4
3

Bicycle
272
137
73
89

Other
41
12
4
2

One or more
None
Total

598
60
658

43
615
658

571
87
658

59
599
658

One or more

91%

7%

87%

9%
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The raw data from respondents is weighted, scored and averaged for ease of comparison by
stated mode preference. Table 4-5 shows the average number of vehicles available in each
category. In general, respondents had on average, 1.5 automobiles, 1.5 motorcycles and 2
bicycles available for use. Those who prefer bicycling tend to have more bicycles available.
Table 4-5: Number and Type of Vehicles Available by Mode Preference
Type of Vehicle Available

Stated Mode Preference
All Respondents
Prefer Bicycling
Do not Prefer Bicycling
Prefer Walking
Do not Prefer Walking

Automobile
1.46
1.38
1.56
1.43
1.46

Motorcycle
1.54
1.48
1.5
1.14
1.65

Bicycle
1.93
2.18
1.54
1.46
2.09

Other
1.4
1.21
1.5
1.13
1.47

It is not surprising that those in higher income brackets tend generally to have more vehicles of
every type available. See Table 4-6.
Table 4-6: Number and Type of Vehicles Available by Income

Income
None
Under $20k
$20k-39k
$40k-59k
$60k-79k
$80k-99k
$100k-149k
Over $150k
All Respondents

A t

Type of Vehicle Available
Motorcycle Bicycle
bil
1.18
1.60
1.65
1.25
1.40
1.68
1.36
1.00
1.64
1.57
1.00
1.85
1.48
1.25
2.07
1.71
2.00
2.12
1.72
1.75
2.17
1.84
2.33
2.80
1.46
1.58
1.93

Other
1.45
1.40
1.50
1.75
1.17
1.50
1.57
1.00
1.44

4.3.2 Mode Choice for Commuting
Out of all commute trips made by survey respondents, 40 percent were by the auto, 32 percent
by bicycle, 15 percent by walking, and 10 percent by public transit. These results reflect the fact
that the survey covered a multi-modal collection of travelers to provide a diversity of opinions
and preferences for the study. In terms of frequency, 40 percent of respondents used the same
commute mode for 5 to 7 days of the week. Sixty percent used a commute mode between 1
and 4 days per week. If three days or less are defined as a “partial” week and four or more days
are defined as a “full” week, then there is an even split between those who chose any one
mode partially and those who chose it fully during the week. It is interesting to note that this
observation holds true consistently across the various modes used for commuting. See Table 47.
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Table 4-7: Weekly Frequency of Commute Mode Choice

A t
bil
Motorcycle
Bicycle
Walk
Transit
Other
All Modes
Percent of days in week

Number of Days Commuted by Each Mode Total
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
104
60
45
27 125
8
25
394
7
1
3
1
3
0
1
16
45
58
31
41
73 19
52
319
40
21
16
9
24
5
31
146
29
11
11
17
23
1
2
94
9
3
1
0
6
0
1
20
234 154 107
95 254 33 112
989
24% 16% 11% 10% 26% 3% 11% 100%

Percent of all
Commutes
40%
2%
32%
15%
10%
2%
100%

4.3.3 Distribution of Mode Choice
Among those who prefer bicycling, 55 percent of commute trips were made by the bicycle. This
group also had the lowest percentage of commuting by auto. Those who prefer to walk were
the most likely to walk (33 percent) on commute trips, but chose the auto (42 percent) more
than any other means of travel. See Table 4-8. The high incidence of automobile choice by
those who prefer walking reflects the spatial separation between many of the activity locations
that respondents need to access.
Table 4-8: Percent of Commute Trips by Mode Preference
Commute Mode

Stated Mode Preference
All Respondents
Prefer Bicycling
Do not Prefer Bicycling
Prefer Walking
Do not Prefer Walking

Automobile
40%
25%
55%
42%
35%

Motorcycle
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%

Bicycle
32%
55%
10%
13%
46%

Walk

Transit

Other

15%
9%
24%
33%
8%

10%
8%
9%
9%
8%

2%
1%
2%
1%
1%

4.4 Local Environment
4.4.1 Friendliness of Travel Environment
Respondents confirmed the friendliness of the case study cities for walking and bicycling,
factors that earned them recognition by the League of American Bicyclists. The vast majorities
of respondents perceive these cities as friendly for bicycling (86%) and for walking (90%). Table
4-9 has additional breakdown by level of perception.
Commensurate with the high levels of perception is the numerical rating of
environmental friendliness as shown in Table 4-10. While there are high ratings for both
bicyclist-friendliness and pedestrian-friendliness among all groups, the younger age groups, and
75 + give the highest ratings for bicycling friendly neighborhoods.
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Table 4-9: Perception of Environmental Friendliness

Friendliness
Very much
Somewhat
Others
All Respondents

Bicycling
38%
48%
14%
100%

Walking

Table 4-10: Ranking of Environmental Friendliness

53%
36%
11%
100%

Bicycling
Bicycling
Pedestrian
Friendly
Friendly
Friendly
1
2
Age Group
Neighborhood
Places
Neighborhood1
under 18
4.31
4.53
3.67
18-24
4.03
4.24
3.92
25-34
3.96
4.21
3.79
35-44
3.91
4.13
3.80
45-54
3.92
4.34
3.58
55-64
3.85
4.21
3.51
65-74
3.86
3.78
3.78
75
4.19
3.96
4.03
1
“Neighborhood” refers to the home area of the respondent
2
“Place” refers to the destination of the respondent

Pedestrian
Friendly Places2
4.53
4.27
4.10
3.97
4.00
4.02
3.95
3.73

4.4.2 Infrastructure Availability Rating
The high perception of friendliness is explained by the recognition by respondents that bicycle
lanes on major streets, sidewalks, and crosswalks are widely available while bicycle paths,
minor streets with bicycle lanes, and bicycle boulevards are also somewhat available.
Respondents consider good proportions of bicycle lanes (30%), bicycle paths (45%) and
sidewalks (17%) to be only fair or inadequate. See Table 4-11. Thus survey respondents
considered the majority of these facilities to be of good or excellent quality.

Rating
Excellent
Good
Fair
Inadequate
All Respondents

Table 4-11: Quality of Facilities
Bicycle Lanes
19%
51%
24%
6%
100%
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Bicycle Paths
17%
38%
24%
21%
100%

Sidewalks
28%
56%
14%
3%
100%

4.5 Bicycling Behavior
4.5.1 Minutes Willing to Ride a Bicycle
In general, respondents indicated a willingness to travel by bicycle for typical periods ranging
between 15 minutes and 30 minutes depending on trip purpose. Table 4-12 shows that
respondents are willing to bicycle on average 15 minutes for shopping, 26 minutes for
recreation, 19 minutes for work, 15 minutes for business, and 20 minutes for other purposes.
Those who prefer to bicycle are willing to bicycle for longer periods (for 15 to 20 minutes) for
every trip purpose than those who do not prefer to bicycle. The latter group is willing to bicycle
for significantly shorter time periods (8 to 17 minutes) except for recreational purposes. These
findings have just as strong implications for placement of activity locations as they do for the
provision of bicycling infrastructure.
Table 4-12: Average Time Willing to Ride a Bicycle for Trip Purpose (Minutes)
All Respondents
Prefer Bicycling
Do not Prefer Bicycling

Shopping
14.6
15.0
13.7

Recreation
25.8
26.5
24.1

Work
18.9
20.4
14.5

Business
14.5
16.3
8.4

Other
20.8
21.9
16.7

4.5.2 Choice of Bicycling Facility Types
Table 4-13 indicates that the most popular facilities chosen by respondents are major streets
with bicycle lanes and minor streets with or without bicycle lanes, though all available streets
are used by at least two-fifths (43 percent) of bicycle riders. The percentages are very high in all
categories for those who prefer to bicycle. Bicycle boulevards and bicycle paths have low
percentages relative to the other facilities. These observations are consistent with findings
reported in the literature and may be explained by the fact that major and minor streets (with
or without bicycle lanes) provide the most direct routing between activity centers and
comprise a much more complete network than bicycle paths and boulevards. For those who do
not prefer cycling, the percentage usage of minor streets is by far the highest, followed by
separated bicycle paths. This result reinforces the observation from the literature and field
observations that non-motorized travelers prefer to avoid interactions with automobiles.
There are notable variations in the usage levels by demographic characteristic:
• Males depict a higher percentage of bicycle use than females in all of the categories.
There is a 20 percent use gap in choice by gender between many of the ‘street’
categories, and only a 10 percent use gap between bicycle boulevards and bicycle paths.
• Those under 18 years old use minor streets with bicycle lanes more than any other type.
Those 18 to 34 years old use bicycle boulevards and bicycle paths less than those in
other age groups.
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•

People without income depict the lowest percentage of bicycle use overall. People with
the highest incomes have the highest percentage of bicycle use overall, followed by
people who make under $20,000 per year.
Table 4-13: Frequency of Choice of Various Types of Bicycle Facilities

All Respondents

Major
Minor
Streets Streets
Separated
with
with
Bicycle
Bicycle Bicycle Major
Minor
Bicycle
Lanes
Lanes
Streets Streets
Boulevards Paths
By Preference for Bicycling
59%
54%
44%
59%
43%
46%

Prefer Bicycling

85%

80%

66%

86%

66%

65%

Do not Prefer Bicycling

32%

28%

16%

25%

Female
Male

45%
72%

49%
67%

35%
49%

44%
48%

under 18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+

53%
60%
67%
54%
70%
57%
54%
52%

65%
55%
56%
59%
68%
59%
54%
58%

65%
31%
39%
48%
44%
44%
43%
42%

65%
40%
43%
45%
57%
51%
54%
26%

None
Under $20k
$20k-39k
$40k-59k
$60k-79k
$80k-99k
$100k-149k
Over $150k

53%
66%
60%
57%
60%
57%
61%
67%

24%
18%
By Gender
44%
27%
62%
58%
By Age
83%
35%
54%
43%
57%
43%
45%
41%
59%
46%
42%
43%
40%
31%
42%
58%
By Income
63%
37%
59%
48%
44%
38%
43%
36%
48%
48%
40%
55%
46%
33%
72%
56%

56%
63%
54%
50%
56%
66%
57%
72%

44%
42%
44%
35%
47%
32%
30%
67%

46%
47%
40%
48%
32%
38%
54%
67%

4.5.3 Preference for Bicycling Facility Types
Table 4-14 is a summary of the ranking of the features of various types of bicycling facilities.
Respondents consider major streets with bicycle lanes as the most useful followed by minor
streets with bicycle lanes, bicycle paths, bicycle boulevards, minor streets, and finally major
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streets. For those who do not prefer cycling, major streets with bicycle lanes and bicycle paths
have the highest values. For those who prefer cycling, all but major streets have high values.
Females rated separated bicycle paths and bicycle boulevards higher than males; this is a
reflection of lower tolerance for interaction with autos. . The younger age groups give the
highest usefulness rating to major and minor streets with bicycle lanes; this again reflects the
desire for direct routing. Older age groups find minor streets as well as bicycle boulevards more
useful; this again reflects the desire to avoid interaction with automobiles. The middle age
groups find the bicycle paths most useful; this reflects the tendency to bicycle for recreational
purposes.
Table 4-14: Stated Preference for Types of Bicycle Facilities
Major
Streets
with
Bicycle
Lanes

All Respondents

Minor
Major
Minor
Streets Streets
Streets
with
(without (without
Separated
Bicycle Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Lanes
Lanes)
Lanes)
Boulevards Paths
By Preference for Bicycling
4.46
4.13
3.27
3.90
4.10
4.11

Prefer Bicycling
Do not Prefer
Bicycling

4.44

4.22

3.28

3.94

4.27

4.12

4.51

3.77

3.63

4.08

Female
Male

4.44
4.47

3.98
3.85

4.47
3.88

4.61
3.78

under 18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+

4.60
4.61
4.55
4.35
4.49
4.51
4.19
3.95

3.86
3.22
By Gender
4.32
3.11
4.01
3.34
By Age
4.38
3.37
4.29
3.29
4.39
3.26
4.26
2.83
4.13
3.02
4.13
3.14
4.27
2.96
2.81
4.19

3.85
3.69
3.84
3.94
3.91
3.91
3.81
4.61

3.85
3.98
4.23
4.44
4.34
4.38
4.60
3.46

4.31
4.22
4.33
4.49
4.31
4.39
4.37
2.11

4.5.4 Revealed vs. Stated Preferences for Bicycling Facilities
Figure 4-3 is a general comparison of the revealed and stated preferences for bicycle facility
types presented in the previous two sections. It is discernible from the revealed preference
results that bicyclists’ choice of facilities is partially dictated by the options available to them.
This finding is intuitively clear. It is notable from the stated preference results that given the
choice, users would prefer facilities with designated bicycling lanes to those without any.
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Results imply an overwhelming desire for bicycle travel ways that are “separate” from
automobile travel lanes. The relatively stronger preference for facilities along existing roadways
is again a reflection of the need for the most directness and connectivity between activity
locations. The analysis suggests that the ultimate bicycle facility would separate bicycles from
autos, provide the most direct routing and enable network connectivity. The ideal bicycle
facility therefore would be physically separated but run alongside the major and minor street
network. This was found to be the world trend in provision of walking and bicycling facilities.
See Figure 4-4. However Davis is proposing to discontinue this type of facility due to conflict
with right turning vehicles and difficulties for cyclists to make left turns. The solution may be
not to discontinue them, but to study the issue further. It is conceivable that auto operations
may be hampered by installing another signal for the parallel path yet it is also conceivable that
an integrated control is possible for autos, bicycles and pedestrians as is done for pedestrians.
Figure 4-3: Differences in Revealed vs. Stated Preference Ranking of Bicycling Facility Types

Bicycling Facility Type

Revealed
Preference
Rank

Change in Ranking

Stated
Preference
Rank

Bicycling Facility Type

Major Streets with Bicycle Lanes

1st

1st

Major Streets with Bicycle Lanes

Minor Streets

2nd

2nd

Minor Streets with Bicycle Lanes

Minor Streets with Bicycle Lanes

3rd

3rd

Separated Bicycle Paths

Separated Bicycle Paths

4th

4th

Bicycle Boulevards

Major Streets

5th

5th

Minor Streets

Bicycle Boulevards

6th

6th

Major Streets

4.5.5 Sidewalk Use for Cycling
As a reflection of the bicycle friendliness of the case study cities, the overwhelming majority of
bicyclists (73%) do not use sidewalks. Nearly all of those who cycle on the sidewalk do so only
sometimes (25% of respondents). When they do, it is due to two compelling circumstances: (a)
automobile traffic is heavy; or (b) streets lack bicycle facilities.
4.5.6 Intersection Use by Cyclists
In conformance to traffic laws, the most frequently selected response for dealing with
intersections is "riding through like a car" (79%). The next highest chosen response is: "take the
route with the fewest intersections" (30%).
4.5.7 Comfort in Sharing Bicycle Paths with Pedestrians
Nearly 60% of respondents are somewhat or very comfortable sharing pathways or sidewalks
with pedestrians. The remainder is not comfortable sharing with pedestrians.
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Figure 4-4: Examples of the Ideal Bicycling Facility Type

· Santa Barbara
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4.5.8 Factors in Route Choice for Bicycling
Table 4-15 is a summary of the ranking by survey respondents of the importance of various
factors in their choices of bicycle routes. On a scale of 1 (not important) to 5 (very important),
the two top-ranked factors (with 4.0 each overall) are the speed of automobiles and the
condition of pavements. Closely following are the two factors of directness and length of route.
These results confirm the assertions made in the analysis thus far about the ideal characteristics
for cycling facilities. The next tier of factors includes terrain and density of parked cars, both of
which imply the obstacles along the route. The bottom-ranked factors are social (crime) and
visual (beauty). Even the bottom-ranked factors are somewhat important on the scale, but do
not portray as much strength as anecdotally believed.
Table 4-15: Ranking of Factors in Choice of Route for Bicycling

Factors
Speed of Autos
Condition of Pavement
Directness
Length
Terrain
Density of Parked Cars
Crime
Beauty

All
Respondents
4.00
4.00
3.86
3.82
3.42
3.30
3.16
3.05

Prefer
Bicycling
3.93
4.01
3.83
3.76
3.34
3.24
3.08
3.23

Do not Prefer
Bicycling
4.15
3.96
3.93
3.78
3.62
3.43
3.34
3.19

4.5.9 Factors in Bicycle Mode Choice
Table 4-16 is a summary of the ranking by survey respondents of the importance of various
factors in their choices of the bicycle as the means of travel rather than others. On a scale of 1
(not important) to 5 (very important), the top-ranked factor (with 4.4 overall) is distance. The
next tier of factors includes: (a) availability of locked parking at the destination (security for the
bicycle); (b) rain, that is concern about weather; and (c) terrain (obstacles along the way). The
third tier of factors deal with infrastructure (connectivity to destination and availability of
bicycle lanes and paths), comfort and one's ability. The bottom-ranked factors deal with such
bicycle amenities as availability of covered parking, showers, and personal lockers.
There are a few variations in the findings by mode preference and demographic
characteristics. Respondent who do not prefer bicycling rank weather, terrain and temperature
to be much more important than those who prefer bicycling. With those in older age groups,
terrain and one's ability become increasingly more important factors. Women generally ranked
all factors higher than men. All these findings are consistent with intuition.
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Table 4-16: Ranking of Factors in Choice of the Bicycle as the Mode of Travel
All
Respondents
4.39
4.15

Prefer
Bicycling
4.29
4.10

Do not
Prefer
Bicycling
4.53
4.23

Availability of Locked Parking at Destination
Rain
Terrain

3.98
3.92
3.80

4.05
3.78
3.57

3.87
4.14
4.10

Facilities connect to destination

3.69

3.70

3.66

Availability of Bicycle Facilities (Lanes and Paths)
Comfort
Ability
Temperature
Bicycle Maintenance

3.54
3.54
3.44
3.36
3.18

3.57
3.45
3.25
3.07
3.05

3.50
3.65
3.70
3.77
3.38

Availability of Covered Parking at Destination

2.41

2.43

2.34

Availability of Showers at Destination

2.38

2.32

2.45

Availability of Personal Lockers at Destination

2.26

2.21

2.31

Factors
Distance
Other

4.6 Walking Behavior
4.6.1 Minutes Willing To Walk
In general, respondents indicated a willingness to walk for typical periods ranging between 10
minutes and 15 minutes depending on trip purpose. Table 4-17 shows that respondents were
willing to walk on average 10 minutes for shopping, 16 minutes for recreation, 13 minutes for
work, 10 minutes for business, and 13 minutes for other purposes. These averages correspond
to about half a mile of walking and have implications for placement of activity centers to
promote walking. Consistently, both those who do and those who do not prefer walking were
willing to walk one and a half times as long (typically two-thirds of a mile) for health and
recreation. For all trip purposes, those who prefer to walk are only willing to walk a couple
more minutes than those who do not prefer to walk.
Table 4-17: Average Time Willing to Walk for Trip Purpose (Minutes)
All Respondents
Prefer Walking
Do not Prefer Walking

Shopping
10.7
12.9
9.7

Recreation
16.0
16.2
16.0
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Work
12.6
15.0
11.6

Business
10.3
12.7
9.4

Other
13.1
15.4
12.0

4.6.2 Choice of Walking Facility Types
Table 4-18 indicates that the most popular facilities chosen by respondents are major and
minor streets with sidewalks. The second tier is held by separated walking paths (which tend to
be shared with bicyclists in most but not all situations). For obvious safety reasons, the least
used facilities by far for walking are major streets and minor streets without any infrastructural
provisions for walking. These results are intuitively clear and indicate an overwhelming desire
for specific walking facilities.
Table 4-18: Frequency of Choice of Various Types of Walking Facilities

All Respondents
Prefer Walking
Do not Prefer Walking

Minor
Major
Streets
Streets with with
Major
Minor
Sidewalks
Sidewalks Streets
Streets
84%
85%
17%
35%
95%
95%
10%
32%
88%
85%
18%
36%

Separated
Walking
Paths (or
Trails)
52%
65%
52%

4.6.3 Preference for Walking Facility Types
Table 4-19 is a summary of the ranking of the various types of bicycling facilities. Respondents
consider major streets with sidewalks as the most useful, followed by minor streets with
sidewalks, and then separated walking paths and bicycle paths. The bottom ranked facilities are
major streets followed by minor streets. Those who do and those who do not prefer to walk
rank the various walking facilities relatively the same. Females place higher values on all types
of walking facilities than males, except for perhaps the most dangerous options, major streets
without walking facilities. Similar to the findings for bicycling, the results indicate both the
implicit need (a) for directness of route and connectivity of network, which are provided by
major and minor streets (with sidewalks) and (b) for separation of pedestrians from vehicles.
Table 4-19: Stated Preference for Types of Walking Facilities

All Respondents
Prefer Walking
Do not Prefer
Female
Male

Major
Minor
Streets
Streets
Separated
with
with
Bicycle
Major
Minor
Sidewalks Sidewalks Streets Streets
Paths
By Preference for Walking
4.61
4.42
2.10
2.70
3.72
4.73
4.51
2.38
2.75
3.82
4.58
4.39
1.93
2.62
3.66
By Gender
4.70
4.49
1.96
2.74
3.98
4.54
4.37
2.22
2.65
3.50
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Separated
Walking
Paths (or
Trails)
4.08
4.10
4.03
4.24
3.94

4.6.4 Revealed vs. Stated Preferences for Walking Facilities
Figure 4-5 is a general comparison of the revealed and stated preferences for walking facility
types presented in the previous two sections. It is discernible from the revealed preference
results that pedestrian use of walking facilities is partially dictated by the choices available. This
finding is intuitively clear. It is notable from the stated preference results that given the choice,
users would prefer facilities with designated walking paths to those without any. This implies an
overwhelming desire for separation from mechanical means of travel. The relatively stronger
preference for facilities along existing roadways is again a reflection of the need for the most
directness and connectivity between land uses and activity locations. The analysis suggests that
the ultimate walking facility would separate pedestrians from bicycles and automobiles, provide
the most direct routing and enable network connectivity. The ideal walking facility therefore
would be physically separated but run alongside the major and minor street network. This was
found to be the world trend in provision of walking and bicycling facilities. See Figure 4-4. While
this is similar to a parallel bicycle lane, no case study has proposed its elimination although the
same issue exists about conflicts with right turning vehicles.
Figure 4-5: Differences in Revealed vs. Stated Preference Ranking of Walking Facility Types

Walking Facility Type

Revealed
Preference
Rank

Change in Ranking

Stated
Preference
Rank

Walking Facility Type

Minor Streets with Sidewalks

1st

1st

Major Streets with Sidewalks

Major Streets with Sidewalks

2nd

2nd

Minor Streets with Sidewalks

Separated Walking Paths

3rd

3rd

Separated Walking Paths

Minor Streets

4th

4th

Separated Bicycle Paths

Major Streets

5th

5th

Minor Streets

Separated Bicycle Paths

N/A

6th

Major Streets

4.6.5 Pedestrian Use of Crosswalks
When crossing a street, respondents overwhelmingly use a crosswalk when one is available or
would divert their routes to use one. This reflects particular concern for safety.

4.6.6 Pedestrian Use of Intersections
Consistent with the use of cross-walks, two-thirds of respondents obey the signals at
intersections while more than half (54%) only cross when they consider it safe to do so. It is not
far to imagine that bicyclists on parallel paths would adopt similar levels of conformance if
instituted to safeguard their safety at intersections.
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4.6.7 Factors in Route Choice for Walking
Table 4-20 is a summary of the ranking by survey respondents of the importance of various
factors in their choices of walking routes. On a scale of 1 (not important) to 5 (very important),
the four top-ranked factors are directness of route, potential for crime along the route, length
of route and the speed of automobiles. The next tier of factors relates to visual perception
(beauty) and traffic conditions (number of turning vehicles and wait time at signals). Then
comes a tier related to infrastructure (crosswalks, sidewalks and pavement conditions) plus
terrain. It is apparent from the results that the most important factors for walkers relate to
those that can impact personal well-being directly. Thus directness of route and length of route
relate to the amount of physical exertion involved with the trip. Similarly, potential for crime on
route and auto speed relate to personal safety.
Table 4-20: Ranking of Factors in Choice of Route for Walking
All
Respondents
4.02
3.96
3.96
3.72
3.48
3.34
3.32
3.18
3.12
3.08
2.94
2.77

Factors
Directness
Crime
Length
Speed of Autos
Beauty
Number of right-turning vehicles at intersection
Waiting time at signals
Availability of Crosswalks
Terrain
Number of bicycles on sidewalk
Condition of Pavement
Volume of pedestrian traffic

Prefer
Walking
4.08
4.06
3.94
3.94
3.57
3.41
3.32
3.31
3.35
3.27
3.15
2.84

Do not
Prefer
Walking
4.01
3.93
4.00
3.63
3.44
3.30
3.32
3.13
3.02
3.00
2.83
2.75

4.6.8 Factors in Walking Mode Choice
Table 4-21 is a summary of the ranking by survey respondents of the importance of various
factors in their choices to walk as the means of travel rather than others. On a scale of 1 (not
important) to 5 (very important), the top-ranked factor (with 4.53 overall) is distance. The next
highest ranked factor is weather related (rain) with 4.02 overall. The third tier of factors
includes connectivity to destination, comfort, temperature, availability of walking facilities,
personal ability, and terrain. Those who prefer to walk rank the factors higher than those who
do not, except for rain and distance. Ability becomes a more important factor with age while
women generally give higher ranking to the factors than males. These results reinforce the
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findings that the most important factors for walkers relate to those that can directly impact
personal well-being.
Table 4-21: Ranking of Factors in Choice to Walk as Mode of Travel

Factors
Distance
Rain
Facilities connect to destination
Comfort
Temperature
Availability of Walking Facilities
Ability
Terrain

All
Respondents
4.53
4.02
3.65
3.53
3.51
3.23
3.19
3.13
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Prefer
Walking
4.52
3.86
3.86
3.65
3.54
3.49
3.45
3.35

Do not Prefer
Walking
4.52
3.98
3.71
3.56
3.52
3.31
3.27
3.20

5.0 Recommendations for Integration
5.1 Introduction
This chapter highlights best practices and identifies program characteristics associated with
high levels of non-motorized travel, with an emphasis on bicyclists and pedestrians, in the
selected urban case study communities of Davis, Palo Alto, and San Luis Obispo in California.
The goal is to illustrate how urban communities can better integrate non-motorized
transportation modes into both their physical infrastructure and the education of and outreach
to residents and employees.
These recommendations derive- from a study process that involved collection and analysis of
primary data from: field observations; surveys of users of non-motorized, public transit and
automobile modes; interviews of system operators and managers; and analysis of secondary
data from previous study efforts in the case study cities. These findings are combined with
those in related literature to determine recurring lessons or themes. The purpose of the study
is to identify program characteristics associated with high levels of walking and bicycling in
terms of user preferences for the various features to determine what could be improved in the
development of plans to promote walking and bicycling in urban neighborhoods or
communities.

5.2 Recurring Themes from the Study
The themes that recurred throughout this study address issues related to public policy,
infrastructure systems and public education, all of which affect and are affected by user
preferences. The themes are used to develop the principles in this document. The themes are
outlined as follows:
1. Distance to desired activities
2. Route directness of route
3. Connectivity among routes
4. Separation of motorized and non-motorized modes for safety and comfort
5. Traveling safety
6. Convenience
7. Education and outreach
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5.3 Guiding Principles
The various themes are captured in a number of guiding principles (P) that are arranged in
chronological order to correspond with -the cycle of trip making from the decision to engage in
an activity through the choice of route to arrival at the destination. Each principle addresses
one or more of the recurring themes. Table 5-1 summarizes the guiding principles and the
primary themes addressed. Subsequent sections explain the principles and illustrate them with
images. The images are pictures of example treatments found in the field. They are provided to
illustrate what could be done under the various steps of the integration process.

Principle
Number

Table 5-1: Guiding Principles and Primary Themes Addressed

Guiding Principle (P)

Recurring Theme Addressed

P1

Place activity centers within the
range for walking and bicycling

1. Distance to desired activities
6. Convenience

P2

Establish links between activity
centers

2. Route directness

P3

Establish links to main public
transportation (bus and
railway)service stations
Select type of non-motorized link

3. Connectivity among routes

P5

Select appropriate crossing
treatments along route

5. Traveling safety

P6
P7
P8

Provide storage at destinations
Provide sharing and rental facilities at
centers
Educate, encourage and enforce

6. Convenience
3. Connectivity among routes
6. Convenience
7. Education and outreach

P9

Monitor, evaluate and update system All themes

P4

4. Separation of motorized and nonmotorized modes for safety and comfort

5.3.1 P1: Place Activity Centers within the Range for Walking and Bicycling
This study revealed that the single most impactful factor in a person's decision to walk or ride a
bicycle is the distance to desired travel destinations. Throughout history, human beings have
been known to demonstrate the willingness to commute within a half hour average time or
walk for a quarter of a mile to a half mile routinely. Results from this study indicate a
willingness to travel by bicycle for typical periods ranging between 15 minutes and 30 minutes
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depending on trip purpose: 15 minutes for shopping; 19 minutes for work; and 26 minutes for
recreation. Pedestrians indicated a willingness to walk for typical periods ranging between 10
minutes and 15 minutes depending on trip purpose: 10 minutes for shopping; 13 minutes for
work; and 16 minutes for recreation.
Paradoxically, outcomes from implementation of this principle can take a long time to be
realized as it relates to land use planning. The principle suggests a shift away from the
sprawling, segregated land use patterns of previous decades to more compact and mixed use
patterns. There is the need to identify those uses frequented by residents and to place them as
close to residential areas and employment locations as is practical for walking and bicycling.
Such uses may include grocery stores, schools, restaurants, neighborhood parks and beauty
parlors. The convenience of being able to reach these types of uses easily can facilitate the
choice to walk or ride a bicycle. This principle may be integral to new development or applied in
the upgrade of built-up areas.
5.3.2 P2: Establish Links between Activity Centers
Once activity centers are identified or placed, the second principle helps to establish the most
direct linkages between them. From an initial set of desire lines of travel, existing facilities can
be identified for "Complete Streets" treatments. Where appropriate, corridors can also be
identified for off-street paths. See the Copenhagen example in Figure 5-1.
5.3.3 P3: Establish Links to Main Bus and Railway) Service Stations
Similar to the second, this principle establishes linkages to major public transportation service
centers in a manner analogous to linking activity centers. The purpose is to provide
opportunity to access distant activities and services with faster and more convenient modes of
shared transportation at bus and rail public transit stations as well as bus and rail intercity
transportation service stations. These public systems in turn need to connect with such major
terminals as airports. See the Copenhagen example in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1: Demarcation of Links between Centers

A Map of Links (Bicycle Superhighways) in Copenhagen, Denmark
5.3.4 P4: Select Type of Non-Motorized Link
Once travel corridors are established, decisions need to be made about the manner of
deploying walking and bicycling facilities to separate motorized and non-motorized modes for
comfort and safety. Case studies revealed several choices which may be appropriate under
certain circumstances. Going by the findings from this study, the general order of priority in
choosing options is as follows (see figures following this section):
1. A three-way separated set of travel ways (each for autos, bicycles and pedestrians)
running alongside each other along a main street. See examples in Figures 5-2 to 5-8.
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2. A bicycle lane striped on a street with a separate sidewalk for pedestrians. This is
appropriate for built-up areas without sufficient room to implement the three-way
separated travel ways. See examples in Figure 5-13 to 5-21
3. A bicycle path and trail combination in a separate right of way that may or may not
run parallel to main streets. This path should be striped to separate bicycling and
walking lanes. See examples in Figure 5-9 and 5-10
4. Bicycle boulevards which are existing minor (typically residential or central business)
streets that permit through movement for bicyclists, but restrict automobiles to
entry and exit only at intersections. Such a facility would normally have sidewalks for
pedestrians. See example in Figure 5-11
5. "Sharrows" are minor streets without room to demarcate separate bicycling lanes
and on which bicycle symbols are carefully placed to guide bicyclists to the best
place to ride on the road to avoid car doors and to remind drivers to share the road
with cyclists. Such a facility would normally have sidewalks for pedestrians. See
example in Figure 5-12
Three-way separation of autos, cyclists and walkers
Figure 5-2: Separate Walking, Bicycling and Auto Facilities – UCSANTA BARBARA, CA

Notes: UCSANTA BARBARA, CA – University of California, Santa Barbara, California. Non-motorized
facilities are parallel to, but physically separated from the street.
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Figure 5-3: Separate Walking, Bicycling and Auto Facilities – Copenhagen, Denmark

Notes: Non-motorized facilities are adjacent to the arterial street, but buffered with parking lane from
automobile travel lanes.
Figure 5-4: Separate Walking, Bicycling, Bus and Auto Facilities – Holland, Netherlands

Notes: Non-motorized facilities are adjacent to, but curb-separated from the arterial street.
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Figure 5-5: Separate Walking, Bicycling and Auto Facilities – Montreal, Canada

Notes: Non-motorized facilities are adjacent to, but curb-separated from the arterial street.

Figure 5-6: Separate Walking, Bicycling and Auto Facilities – Santa Barbara, California

Notes: Non-motorized facilities are parallel to and physically-separated from the arterial street.
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Two-way separation of autos and cyclists
Figure 5-7: Separated Bicycling and Auto Facilities – San Luis Obispo, California

Notes: Bicycle side path on approach to California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, US

Dual treatment: on-street bicycle lane and separated bicycle path
Figure 5-8: On-street Bicycle Lane with Parallel Side Path – Santa Barbara, California

UCSANTA BARBARA, CA
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Separate two-way bicycle path and walking trail
Figure 5-9: Bicycling Path – San Luis Obispo, California

San Luis Obispo, CA
Figure 5-10: Walking Trail/ Bicycle Path – Santa Barbara, California

SANTA BARBARA, CA
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Bicycle Boulevard
Figure 5-11: Bicycle Boulevard – San Luis Obispo, California

San Luis Obispo, CA

Street shared by autos and bicycles ("Sharrow")
Figure 5-12: Shared Roadway (Sharrow) – San Luis Obispo, California

San Luis Obispo, CA
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Bicycle Lanes
Wide shoulder lane for bicycles and parking
Figure 5-13: Shared Shoulder for Parking and Bicycling – Palo Alto, California

Palo Alto, CA

Divided shoulder lane for bicycles and parking
Figure 5-14: Divided Shoulder for Parking and Bicycling – Santa Barbara, California

SANTA BARBARA, CA
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Figure 5-15: Divided Shoulder for Parking and Bicycling – Davis, California

Davis, CA

Figure 5-16: Divided Shoulder for Parking and Bicycling – Palo Alto, California

Palo Alto, CA
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Shoulder bicycle lane without parking
Figure 5-17: Shoulder Bicycle Lane #1 – Davis, California

Davis, CA
Figure 5-18: Shoulder Bicycle Lane #2 – Davis, California

Davis, CA
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Walking Lanes
Wide shoulder lane for walking and parking
Figure 5-19: Wide Shoulder for Walking and Parking – San Luis Obispo, California

San Luis Obispo, CA

Sidewalks next to travel and parking lanes
Figure 5-20: Sidewalk along Arterial Street – Santa Barbara, California

SANTA BARBARA, CA
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Sidewalks and Bi-directional Bicycle Lanes separated by flower beds from travel lanes
Figure 5-21: Separated Sidewalk along Arterial Street – Santa Barbara, California

SANTA BARBARA, CA
5.3.5 P5: Select Appropriate Crossing Treatments along Route
Several decisions would need to be made regarding safety during deployment of walking and
bicycling routes. Points of conflict with cross-streets, railroad crossings and non-motorized
traffic streams must be treated appropriately to foster safety. Like the previous principle, case
studies reveal several choices which may be appropriate under certain circumstances. These
are presented in order from the generally lowest cost to the highest cost. It is notable that the
higher cost treatments tend to be most appropriate for conditions of higher traffic flow and
elevated safety concerns. See examples in the figures that follow:
1. Stop signs at intersections with marked crossings - these are the commonest
treatments available and serve pedestrians primarily. See example in Figure 5-30.
2. Raised crosswalks at intersections or mid-block crossing locations - these make
pedestrians more visible to motorists and slow down the motorists as they navigate
the speed table. See example in Figure 5-31.
3. Bulb-outs - these shorten the crossing distance for pedestrians and may be
combined with marked crossings or raised crosswalks. See examples in Figures 5-28
and 5-29.
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4. Bicycle and pedestrian phases at traffic signals - these are much more common for
pedestrians than they are for bicyclists. They are provided at few main street traffic
signals with noticeable volumes of bicycle traffic. They should be considered on
main streets with parallel bicycling lanes to deal with the conflict between turning
vehicles and cyclists. See examples in Figures 5-26 and 5-27.
5. Roundabouts – these are provided in areas where high volumes of non-motorized
traffic streams cross each other. They are sometimes shared with public transit
vehicles with exclusion of auto traffic. See examples in Figures 5-22 to 5-25
6. Grade separation - is the ultimate and most costly type of crossing treatment and is
provided for both bicyclists and pedestrians. In either case, they could be in the form
of overpasses or underpasses. See examples in Figures 5-32 to 5-39.
At-Grade Crossings and Intersections
Bicycle only roundabouts for bicycle paths
Figure 5-22: Bicycle Only Roundabout – Santa Barbara, California

UC SANTA BARBARA, CA
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Bicycle & bus roundabouts (no automobiles)
Figure 5-23: Bicycle and Bus Roundabout #1 – Davis, California

UC Davis, CA
Figure 5-24: Bicycle and Bus Roundabout #2 – Davis, California

UC Davis, CA
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Separate pedestrian paths at roundabouts
Figure 5-25: Demarcated Walking Paths at Bicycle and Bus Roundabout – Davis, California

Davis, CA
Bicycle signal phase at signalized intersection
Figure 5-26: Bicycle Signal Integrated with Auto Traffic Signal– San Luis Obispo, California

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA
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Bicycle signal at intersection with no automobile traffic signal
Figure 5-27: Bicycle Only Signal along Non-Motorized Route – Davis, California

Davis, CA

Road Diet for Reduced Pedestrian Crossing Distance
Figure 5-28: Narrowed Pavement at Intersection to Shorten Crossing – Santa Barbara, California

SANTA BARBARA, CA
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Bulb-outs for reduced pedestrian crossing distance
Figure 5-29: Bulb-out at Intersection to Shorten Crossing – Santa Barbara, California

SANTA BARBARA, CA

Textured cross-walks for improved visual demarcation of pedestrian crossings
Figure 5-30: Brick Paving to Demarcate Cross-Walk at Intersection – Santa Barbara, California

SANTA BARBARA, CA
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Raised cross-walks (speed table) for improved pedestrian visibility and auto speed calming
Figure 5-31: Raised Cross-Walk at Intersection for Pedestrian Safety – Tampa, Florida

USF, Tampa, FL; source: ITE
Grade Separation
Bicycle/Pedestrian overpass over freeways and Rail Lines
Figure 5-32: Pedestrian Overpass across US 101 – Santa Barbara, California

Notes: Stairs for climbing and descending overpass, SANTA BARBARA, CA
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Figure 5-33: Pedestrian and Bicycle Overpass #1 – Davis, California

Note: Topography precludes steep ascension or descent of overpass; Davis, CA
Figure 5-34: Pedestrian and Bicycle Overpass #2 – Davis, California

Davis, CA
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Figure 5-35: Pedestrian and Bicycle Overpass over Railway Line – San Luis Obispo, California

Note: Spiral crossing permits riding up and down the overpass; SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA

Bicycle underpass concurrent with road underpass
Figure 5-36: Bicycle Underpass – Davis, California

Davis, CA
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Bicycle-only under-pass
Figure 5-37: Underpass for Bicycle Path #1 – Santa Barbara, California

UC SANTA BARBARA, CA
Figure 5-38: Underpass for Bicycle Path #2 – Davis, California

Davis, CA
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Bicycle Lane across Highway Bridge
Figure 5-39: Bicycle Lane on Highway Bridge – Davis, California

Davis, CA

5.3.6 P6: Provide Storage at Destinations
This principle applies primarily to bicycles and relates to such amenities as bicycle parking racks,
lockers for both bicycles and helmets, and bicycle stations which are analogous to parking
garages for automobiles. These amenities enhance the convenience of choosing to travel by
bicycle. See examples in the figures that follow.
1. Multiple designs of bicycle racks exist in each case study city. See examples in Figures 540 to 5-43.
2. Bicycle stations are rare, expensive parking garages for bicycles with opportunities to
service bicycles. See examples in Figures 5-44 to 5-47.
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Bicycle racks
Figure 5-40: Bicycle Parking Lot – Santa Barbara, California

UC SANTA BARBARA, CA
Figure 5-41: Bicycle Rack Type A – Santa Barbara, California

UC SANTA BARBARA, CA
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Figure 5-42: Bicycle Rack Type B – Davis, California

Davis, CA
Figure 5-43: Bicycle Rack Type C – Davis, California

Davis, CA
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Bicycle stations
Figure 5-44: Entrance to Bicycle Station – Santa Barbara, California

Santa Barbara, CA
Figure 5-45: Upper Deck of Bicycle Station – Santa Barbara, California

Santa Barbara, CA
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Figure 5-46: View of Dual-Deck Bicycle Station – Santa Barbara, California

Santa Barbara, CA
Figure 5-47: Repair Facility with Storage Lot at Bicycle Station – Davis, California

Davis, CA
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5.3.7 P7: Provide Sharing and Rental Facilities at Centers
This principle addresses additional amenities that can enhance both connectivity and
convenience for pedestrians, bicyclists and even motorist. Bicycle sharing through rental
programs can complement the use of public transportation, walking and even driving where
there is the need to reach a final destination from a public transportation stop, or reach one
activity location from another. They may be used for ingress to and egress from major public
transportation service centers.
1. Electronic Rental Stations – these are self-serve stations that are becoming widespread
in Europe and certain cities in the US. See example in Figure 5-48.
2. Manned Rental Stations – See example in Figure 5-49.
Electronic Bicycle Rental Station
Figure 5-48: An Electronic Bicycle Rental (Velib Service) Station in Paris, France

Manned bicycle rental station
Figure 5-49: A Manned Bicycle Rental Station in Santa Barbara, US
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5.3.8 P8: Educate, Encourage and Enforce
All the case studies identified "Safe Routes to School" as an important education,
encouragement, and enforcement program. Because everyone is a pedestrian at some point,
the basics of being a safe pedestrian are generally taught by parents or in school. A broadbased educational outreach and encouragement campaign is required via multiple outlets
including the following:
1. Schools through the "Safe Routes to School" program
2. Colleges and institutions (as is the practice, for instance, in Stanford during student
orientation).
3. Advocacy groups and clubs (as is the practice, for instance, by the League of
American Bicyclists through workshops)
4. Violator training classes which combine enforcement with education, similar to
automobile drivers being ordered to engage in driver education training following
citations for violations.
Enforcement is important for establishing a law-abiding bicycling culture which in turn garners
respect from motorists and pedestrians. Enforcement combined with education is even better.
5.3.9 P9: Monitor, Evaluate and Update System
It is important to exercise flexibility in choosing the most appropriate option for specific
circumstances from the menu of treatments. For instance, sometimes the best bicycle
connection between two locations may be a bicycle path rather than a bicycle lane along a
major arterial. In addition, human populations, land uses and activity locations change over
time. Thus the desire for travel varies with time. This principle recognizes these changes calling
to monitor them, to reevaluate conditions and to make updates or upgrades to the system as
the future evolves. In so doing, the system will continue to address all themes and reduce
inadequacies or obsolescence of its components.
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6.0 Findings and Conclusions
6.1 Main Issues and Barriers
This research found that some of the main issues involved with creating a cyclist and
pedestrian-friendly community include safety, weather, distance, parking, lifestyle, and
education, though for different groups of people, the factors vary in importance. For people
who cycle often, or would like to cycle more often, it is important to provide facilities that are
both safe and allow them to reach their destinations easily. Bicycle lanes are often rated more
highly than bicycle paths, possibly due to the fact that the lanes are designed primarily to
connect people to destinations whereas paths are designed for recreation as well. The fact that
some cyclists ride on sidewalks, even though it is illegal, reflects the connection between the
convenience of using connector roads and wanting to feel safe. Safety while cycling is a result
of the quality of facilities as well as the experience of the cyclist. Education is important for
cyclists and drivers to learn how to accommodate each other thereby enhancing the safety of
the travel environment for all.
Many survey respondents noted the importance of providing enough parking for cyclists.
Cyclists want parking to be available at destinations the same way automobile drivers do.
Availability of bicycle parking can therefore provide an incentive to bike. Trip distance is
important in deciding both route and mode choice. The distance a person travels for each trip
purpose is not only a function of the mix of land uses, but also lifestyle. The demands of many
daily schedules, particularly families, can make automobiles the most convenient travel option.
This is partly why it is sometimes asserted that providing facilities alone does not change
behavior. The convenience offered by the facilities, the awareness of the benefits of use and
education on proper use are all important determinants in the choice to walk or ride a bicycle.
These issues also point towards an idea that is already well-understood in Europe: rather than
providing alternative mode infrastructure after development has taken place, plan for
development to occur around alternative modes. Continuing to build roadways and large
parking lots that serve medium density development steers funding away from alternative
modes, as well as entrenches lifestyle patterns best served by the automobile. Some European
cities have addressed this by not continuing to build roads but instead focusing on a more
balanced provision of mobility needs for such other alternatives as bicycling. Cyclists and
pedestrians who use these modes for more than recreation want direct routes, wide lanes that
allow for passing, and signal phases for cyclists, in other words, many of the same things
automobile drivers want. Traffic calming elevates the importance of alternative modes.
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6.2 Physical Characteristics
Cities with high bicycling mode shares have more than one of such major characteristics as: flat
terrain, compactness of development with mixture of land uses, mild climate, interconnected
network, and a bicycling culture. Davis has all of these features. Palo Alto is larger than Davis,
but it also has all the characteristics. San Luis Obispo is very hilly and compact with a mild
climate and a university population which helps to add to the bicycling culture. It is noteworthy,
however, that cities like Amsterdam and Copenhagen have cold climates and are not as small in
area, but are flat, have mixed land use and have strong bicycling cultures. In terms of urban
character, even cities with heavy traffic and auto-oriented design can transform into bicycle
and pedestrian-friendly environments with modifications to infrastructure. These modifications
relate to directness of connectivity between activity centers with separation of travel ways for
bicycles and pedestrians from automobiles.

6.3 Local Involvement
Davis offers a lesson on the importance of local involvement. It originally had a strong city
official who was a bicycling advocate, and it developed a culture of bicycling. When this official
retired and many newcomers came to the city, the mode share dropped, but more recently a
bicycling advocacy group has been created which has helped to increase the bicycling mode
share again. It is not surprising therefore that many bicycling communities have at least one of
certain organizational characteristics that include bicycle advisory committee or commission;
bicycle advocacy groups, bicycle clubs, and elected officials or city Engineers and Planners who
advocate bicycling.

6.4 Planning and Evaluation
The Complete Streets movement provides examples, legislative options and ideas for
retrofitting streets to accommodate all users. While the Complete Streets approach may be
desired for an entire city, sometimes the best bicycle connection between two locations may be
a bicycle path rather than a bicycle lane along a major arterial. Thus it is important to exercise
flexibility in choosing the most appropriate option for specific circumstances from the menu of
treatments identified in the generalized typology. Thus a system wide Master Plan is important
to encompass and integrate alternative mode facilities.
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Responses from officials of case study cities indicate that having staff who know about cyclist
and pedestrian issues is very important in creating change within the communities. This allows
for each infrastructure project, large and small, to be planned in a way that benefits alternative
modes. The Complete Streets program recommends taking advantage of each opportunity for
road improvements or developments to create a more pedestrian and cyclist friendly
environment. City engineers and consultants need to update modeling techniques to better
accommodate short trips. The use of large traffic analysis zones to monitor travel over
distances that are most likely to be made using an automobile does not capture the full picture
of mobility in a given area.

6.5 Engineering
Engineering should insure that the city has the appropriate infrastructure to meet certain
objectives: connect land uses and activity centers in the city; make cyclists and pedestrians feel
and be safe; provide the appropriate amount of bicycle parking and other amenities. Having a
comprehensive network of infrastructure, such as in Davis, does not automatically guarantee
that people will use bicycles, but it provides the opportunity. Adding safety features with the
appropriate types of crossings and traffic control instills confidence in potential users. Ancillary
facilities, such as lockable bicycle parking, sufficient parking spaces and stations add to the
convenience for users.

6.6 Education, Encouragement, and Enforcement
Because everyone is a pedestrian at some point, the basics of being a safe pedestrian are
generally taught by parents or in school. This is not the case with bicycling. Thus a more broadbased educational outreach and encouragement campaign is required via multiple outlets such
as bicycling groups (as done by the League of American Bicyclists through workshops), and
institutions (as done by Stanford during student orientation). Enforcement is important for
establishing a law-abiding bicycling culture which in turn garners more respect from auto
drivers and pedestrians. The research reveals that the best type of enforcement is that which is
combined with education, similar to automobile drivers being ordered to engage in driver
education training following citations for violations.
Safe Routes to School, which is an education, encouragement, and enforcement program, was
named in each case study city as an important program to promote cycling and walking to
school. Cities should take advantage of this program to educate young students and begin a
culture shift in their communities.
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6.7 Behavior
The fact that many cyclists in the case studies ride through an intersection likely shows the high
degree of comfort, and possibly education, that cyclists have in these communities. Some
people will ride on the sidewalk, though generally only under conditions where they do not feel
safe on adjacent streets because facilities are lacking or traffic is heavy. Many survey
respondents indicate they obey the signals at intersections and divert their routes to
crosswalks. This means many people find obeying the laws important, possibly either because
they feel the laws are important or it would be dangerous not to obey them. Thus consistency
in the treatment of control is paramount to avoid confusion and foster obedience.

6.8 Utilitarian vs. Recreational Use
Cities need to make a strong distinction between utilitarian or recreational cycling and walking.
The literature review showed that many people were willing to walk further for commuting
purposes (e.g. walking to a train station) than normally expected. People will also take the
shortest route whether or not there is any sort of infrastructure provided for pedestrians. While
many cites may focus on creating welcoming environments with street furniture and trees, this
is not an extremely important variable in encouraging more commuters to walk for at least a
portion of their trip. Variables such as directness and length of the route, as well as having
facilities that easily connect to a destination, are more important factors.

6.9 Research Conclusions
Though there is perhaps a specific type of community layout that is best suited for cyclists and
pedestrians, having a few of the general characteristics (flat terrain, compact development,
mixture of land use, mild climate, inter-connected network) can allow a city to develop into a
cycling and pedestrian friendly community. Many communities, specifically in California, have
good climates despite being hilly or low-density. Though geography cannot be changed, every
city can create a bicycling culture through advocacy groups, clubs, school programs, and
involved city officials or planners. Conversely, even if a city is a perfect candidate
geographically, without any sort of advocacy, alternative travel options may not be provided for
thereby creating opportunity for choice. Because the case studies each have a university, the
differences in planning management for the City and University are evident. The universities
were designed over time to have high levels of alternative mode access and, as a result, have
very high alternative transportation mode shares.
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There is an abundance of treatments available to towns and cities to suit various circumstances.
Careful choice through deliberation can aid in the optimal use of funding to achieve userfriendliness. If cities want to create a better bicycling culture, the cities must develop extensive
educational opportunities for children and adults in safe bicycling practices.
The Complete Streets movement provides examples, legislative options and ideas for
retrofitting streets to accommodate all users. However, as most people will not be walking or
cycling throughout an entire city, it is important to provide infrastructure in places where
walking and cycling to destinations are most feasible. Cities should determine areas that could
attract cyclists and pedestrians and focus on providing the best possible network in those areas.
Just as automobiles typically move at two to four times the speed of bicycles, so also do
bicycles typically move at two to five times the speed of walking. Just as the separation of autos
and bicycles is desirable for safety, so is the separation of bicycles and pedestrians desirable for
safety and convenience. Bicycling and walking should as much as possible be treated as
separate methods of transportation. There are also distinct differences between utilitarian use
and recreational use. Bicycling and walking are in turn different from driving cars in that walking
or bicycling can by themselves constitute recreational activity, while driving is almost always
utilitarian, so there is little need for separation of utilitarian versus recreational driving.
Considering that recreational trips make up only 20 percent of all person trips, and bicycling
and walking modes are composed of 40 and 30 percent recreational trips respectively, this
means that providing for utilitarian bicycling and walking may be an important step in
increasing alternative mode share. Cities should therefore give careful consideration to both
recreational and utilitarian uses when developing circulation plans.
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Appendix to Chapter 2
Appendix 2-1: Summary of Facility Characteristics and User Behavior
Time Value

% Travel Time

$ Value

Ranking

Distance

Source

Type

Hunt, 2007

SPS

Abraham, 2002

SPS

Using a base value of 20
minutes, cyclists will travel an
additional 16.41 minutes to use
an improved bicycle lane.

Tilahun,
2007:298

SPS

Davis has a 14% bicycle mode
share for journey to work with
50 miles of bicycle lanes (on
95% of arterial streets) and 50
miles of Class 1 bicycle paths

Buehler, 2008:3

Case Study

An on-street bicycle lane is worth
an 16.3 minutes of additional
cycling time

Krizek, 2006:313

SPS

Krizek, 2006:318

SPS

Taylor and
Mahmassani,
1996

SPS

Facility Characteristics
Type of cycling facility
Mixed with traffic

1 minute cycling 'in mixed traffic'
is as onerous as 4.1 minutes on
'bicycle lanes' or 2.8 minutes on
'bicycle paths'.
Reducing travel time on
an arterial road is valued
at $17/hr

Bicycle Lane

Cyclists value an onstreet facility at $3.26 for
each way of travel for a
typical 20 minute
commute
For factors affecting use
of a bicycle and ride
facility, the highest
utility (1.71) increase is
the addition of a bicycle
lane (from the point of
view of inexperienced
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cyclists).

Cycle Path

Bicycle Path

The top request from by
far from commuter
cyclists responding to a
survey in Calgary was to
improve the bicycle
lanes both inside and
outside of the
downtown.

Calgary, 2007

Miles of bicycle
pathways (lanes, paths,
or grade-separated) per
100,000 people in an
urban area helps predict
the percent of commute
mode share comprising
cyclists.

Nelson and Allen,
1997

Between 45 and 60 %
say presence of cycle
path important for route
choice

Bernhoft,
2008:90

SPS

Tilahun, 2007

SPS

Tilahun, 2007

SPS

Abraham, 2002

SPS

Krizek, 2006:313

SPS

Stinson and Bhat,
2003:11

SPS

Cyclists will travel .5 to .75
miles to use an off-road
bicycle trail
Using a base value of 20
minutes, cyclists will travel an
additional 5.13 minutes to use
an improved bicycle path.
Reducing travel time on
path is valued at $4/hr
An off-road bicycle path is worth
5.2 minutes of additional cycling
time

SPS

Nature of roadway
Class

Cyclists will add an
additional 10% to their
travel time to use routes
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on residential streets
Sight distances
Turning Radii
Lane/Median
Configuration

On-street parking

Stress level decreases
as curb lane width
increases. Stress level is
high (4.5) with 11 ft.
lanes. Stress level is
(2.5) with 18 ft. lanes.

Sorton and
Walsh, 1994

SPS

Using a base value of 20
minutes, cyclists will travel an
additional 9.27 minutes where
on-street parking has been
removed.

Tilahun, 2007

SPS

Absence of parking is worth 8.9
minutes of additional cycling
time

Krizek, 2006:313

SPS

A cyclist will travel 6.21 minutes
more to avoid parallel parking

Sener et al,
2009:42

SPS

A cyclist will travel 2.79 minutes
more to avoid angle parking

Sener et al,
2009:42

SPS

A cyclist will travel 8.29 minutes
more to avoid 2-4 continuous
city blocks of parking

Sener et al,
2009:42

SPS

A cyclist will travel 9.28 minutes
more to avoid 5-7 continuous
city blocks of parking

Sener et al,
2009:42

SPS

Bernhoft,
2008:90

SPS

Pavement type/quality

About 30% say smooth
surface is a factor in
route choice.

Grades
Intersection spacing
Cycling treatments at
signals

Between 35 and 60%
find the presence of a
signalized crossing is
important in route
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choice.
Completeness of
infrastructure
Directness of
infrastructure

Between 25 and 45%
say directness of route
is a factor in route
choice.

Bernhoft,
2008:90

SPS

To have individual bicycle
lockers, cyclists will ride
additional 8.5 minutes on an
arterial road, 18.8 minutes on a
residential road.

Abraham, 2002

SPS

To have secured parking, cyclists
will ride additional 26.5 minutes
in mixed traffic.

Abraham, 2002

SPS

Taylor and
Mahmassani,
1996

SPS

A cyclist will travel 7.54 minutes
more to avoid 3-5 stop signs, red
lights or cross streets

Sener et al,
2009:42

SPS

A cyclist will travel 25.03
minutes more to avoid more
than 5 stop signs, red lights or
cross streets

Sener et al,
2009:42

SPS

A cyclist will travel 10.91
minutes more to avoid motor
vehicle speed of 20-35 mph

Sener et al,
2009:42

SPS

Availability of showers
Availability of secure
parking

For factors affecting use
of a bicycle and ride
facility, providing bicycle
lockers has a high utility
(1.47), and is a 2.5
times greater incentive
than covered/lockable
parking.
Stop signs, red lights and
cross streets

Non-cycle traffic
characteristics
Motor vehicle speeds
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A cyclist will travel 22.93
minutes more to avoid motor
vehicle speeds higher than 35
mph

Sener et al,
2009:42

SPS

Cyclist stress level
increases as vehicle
speed increases. Stress
level is medium (2.5) at
25 mph. Stress level is
high (4.2) at 45 mph.

Sorton and
Walsh, 1994

SPS

The most important and
understandable factor
that contributes toward
bicycle suitability is
traffic volume and
speed.

Davis 1995

Quantitative
evaluation
and test
routes

Driver Behavior

Women were more likely
than man to say that
aggressive driving
behavior is a constraint
in cycling.

Garrard et al,
2006, quoted in
Garrard et al,
2008

SPS

Volume or mix of vehicles

Between 25 and 45%
say less traffic is a
factor in route choice

Bernhoft,
2008:90

SPS

The most important and
understandable factor
that contributes toward
bicycle suitability is
traffic volume and
speed.

Davis 1995

Quantitative
evaluation
and test
routes

Stress level increases as
curb lane volume
increases. Stress level is
low (2) when there is 50
vphpl and high (4) when
there are 650 vphpl.

Sorton and
Walsh, 1994

SPS

Pedestrian interaction
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Individual and trip
characteristics
Gender

Women choose off-road
facilities most often
when they are available,
and more often than
men.

Garrard et al,
2008

OPS

Women in general
commute shorter
distances by bicycle.

Garrard et al,
2008

OPS

Safety, scenery, terrain,
and bicycle safety
education were more
important to women on
average than to men.

Antonakos 1994

Older cyclists say cycle
path and less traffic are
most important factors
in route choice

Bernhoft,
2008:90

SPS

Younger cyclists say
direct or fastest route
are most important
factors in route choice

Bernhoft,
2008:90

SPS

“Age was positively
correlated with
preference for on-road
facilities… and
negatively correlated
with preference for
bicycle paths separated
from the roadway.”

Antonakos 1994

SPS

Cycling experience

Experienced cyclists
have lower stress levels
based on curb lane
volume, curb lane width,
and speed.

Sorton and
Walsh, 1994

SPS

Private vehicle ownership

For factors affecting use
of a bicycle and ride

Taylor and
Mahmassani,

SPS

Age

Income

96

facility, selling all cars
has a high utility value
(1.01), and is twice as
high as owning a
commuting bicycle.

1996

Between 20 and 60%
say fastest route a
factor in route choice

Bernhoft,
2008:90

Percent of college
students in an urban
area helps predict the
percent of commute
mode share comprising
cyclists.

Nelson and Allen,
1997

Safety concerns
Personal security
concerns
Trip Length, time or
distance

SPS

Environmental/situation
characteristics
Nature of abutting land
uses
Aesthetics along route
Degree of political and
public support
Level of public assistance
Education and
enforcement

Availability of public
transport
Cost or other
disincentives
Terrain grade

A cyclist will travel 5.19 minutes
more to avoid steep terrain

Senner, 2009:42
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SPS

Climate

98

Based on a generalized
terrain score for an
urban area, terrain does
not predict the percent
of commute mode share
comprising cyclists.

Nelson and Allen,
1997

Census
Data

Climate is not a major
factor affecting the
percent of commute
mode share comprising
cyclists.

Goldsmith, 1992
(in Nelson and
Allen, 1997)

Mean high temperature
for an urban area does
not predict the percent
of commute mode share
comprising cyclists.

Nelson and Allen,
1997

Census
Data

Number of rainy days in
an urban area helps
predict the percent of
commute mode share
comprising cyclists.

Nelson and Allen,
1997

Census
Data

AppendixtoChapter3
Appendix3-1:CaseStudies
A3.1.1CaseStudyOne:CityofDavisandUCDavis,California
TheCityofDavis,California isawarded“platinum”,thehighestranking,bytheLeagueofAmericanCyclists.Table 3-1summarizes
sourcesofinformationandofficialsinterviewedforthebackgroundtothiscasestudy.
Source
LeagueofAmericanCyclists
OfficialsInterviewed
CADepartmentofFinance1

TableA3-1:InformationSources–CityofDavis,California

Item
BicycleFriendlinessRanking=Platinum
Bicyclecommutemodeshare=14%
Area=10squaremiles
TaraGoddard–CityBicycle/PedestrianCoordinator
DavidTakemoto-Weerts–UCDavisBicycleCoordinator
WillMarshall–AssistantCityEngineer
Population=66,570(January2010)

1StateofCalifornia,DepartmentofFinance,E-1PopulationEstimatesforCities,CountiesandtheStatewithAnnualPercentChange—January1,2009and

2010.Sacramento,California,May2010

CityofDavis

GeneralCharacteristics
Davishasbeenabicyclefriendlycollegetownformanyyears(Goddard,2010;Takemoto-Weerts,2010).Thiscityhasapopulationof
66,570andis10squaremileslarge(League, 2009b).In otherwords,thelongesttrip acrosstownisapproximately6to 7miles
(Goddard,2010).Outof344milesinthetotalroadnetwork,97milesaccommodatecyclists.Theaveragetemperatureisbetween
46and77degreesFahrenheitthroughouttheyear.Thecityhasahighmedianincomeof$74,501,anda largepercentageofthe
population is college agebecause there isa large university, theUniversity of California (UC)atDavis, in town.Mostof the
neighborhoodsarewithinaquartermileofretail orbusinessareas, andmanyhavecommunity-friendlyamenitiessuchasparks,
benches,andgreenery(League,2009b).Theseconditionsmakeitattractivetowalkandbicycle.
InDavis,California,thehighamountofbicycleuseisattributedinparttolocationcharacteristicssuchastheflattopography,mild
climate, andtheuniversitycenter(CopleyandPelz,1995).It isalsoasmall townwithwidestreetswhichmakesbicyclingeasy
(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).Goodplanningandbicycleinfrastructurearealsorecognizedasimportantfactors.Inparticular,Davishas
compactneighborhoodswith6,500peoplepersquaremilethatmakewalkingandbicyclingpractical(Replogle,1995).Inthe1950s,
whentheUniversitybecameaseparateunitfromUCBerkeleytheCitybegantogrowrapidly.Bicyclingremainedagoodwaytoget
around(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).
Conflictsbetweenmotoristsandbicyclesinthe1960sledtothedevelopmentofbicyclelanes.Atthattime,bicyclelanesbecamea
keyissueinelections.Bicycle lanestandardsweredevelopedbecausetherewasnoprecedentintheUS(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).
Today,therearebicycle lanesalongallstreetsthatarecollectorstreetsorlarger(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).TheCityeventookout
parkingtoprovideforbicyclelanes.Thereare,inaddition,bicyclepathsalongallmajorarterials,gradeseparationsforbicyclesatall
majorcrossings,andagreenbeltnetwork(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).DavishadaninfluentialPublicWorksDirector,DavePelz,who
sawmanyEuropeanexamplesandencouragedbicyclefriendlinessintheCity(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).In1994,Daviscreatedthe
first Bicycle/PedestrianCoordinatorpositionandaround thesametimeDavisdeveloped itsfirst Bicycle Plan (Takemoto-Weerts,
2010). The PublicWorks directors,bothFred Kendall andDavePelz, anda few communitymemberswere themostovertly
influential,however,ithastakentheeffortsofmanypeopleintheCity,staff,andelectedofficialstocreatethecommunityDavishas
becometoday(Marshall,2010).Thedirectorstrainedstaffmemberswhohaveinturnbecomeinfluential(Marshall, 2010).
Asof1995,25percentofallpersontripsweremadebybicycleand10to20percentofalltripsweremadebypedestrians(Replogle,
1995).Inthe1990s,about25percentofthecommutemodesharewasmadeupofcyclists(Buehler,)andabout44percentofthe
UCDavismodesharecomprisedcyclists(Replogle,1995).Thecampusfunctionsasatrafficcell,wherebicycleshavefull accessto
thesitebutcarsonlyhaveaccesstotheperiphery(Replogle,1995).ThebicycleinfrastructureinDavisconsistsof41miles(outofa
totalof130miles)ofstreetswithbicyclelanes(CopleyandPelz,1995),and60milesofoff-streetfacilities(Goddard,2010)aspartof
aninterconnectedbicyclenetwork.
Inmorerecentyears,thebicyclingmodesharedroppedtoapproximately 15percentforcommuters(League,2009b).Asof2008,
thisincreasedto 17percent(Goddard, 2010).Takemoto-Weerts,2010speculates that thereason forthedrop from25percent
modeshareisthatin thepast,mostresidentslivedandworkedinDavis. Morerecently,therehasbeenademographicchange
wheremanyofthepeoplewhomovedintoDavisworkinSacramentoorsometimestheBayArea.Ingeneral,thenewcomerswere
notinvolvedintheDaviscultureandcycledmostlyforrecreationalpurposes(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).Manylikedtheculture,but
werenotusedtoit(Goddard,2010).Inaddition,muchofthestaffandfacultycannotaffordtoliveinDavistodayastheycouldin
thepast(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).WillMarshallspeculatesthatthecommunityandcollegestudentshavebecomemoreaffluent
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overall,whichmeansmorefamiliescanaffordcars.Theincreasedpresenceofcarscreatesamoredangerousenvironment for
cyclistsandpedestrians,andthusasafetyconcern(Marshall,2010).
However,thecitycontinuestoprovideforbicyclingneedsandnationaltrendssuchasincreasingobesityandrisinggaspriceshave
broughtfocusbacktoalternativemodes(Goddard,2010).Issuessuchasclimatechangehavecreatedmoreawarenessofbicycling,
andadvocacyinthecommunityhasledtomorepeoplebicyclingforutilitarianpurposes(Marshall,2010).Additionalsurveysbythe
cityshowthatbicyclingmodesharefornon-worktripscouldbeashighas20to40percent(Goddard,2010).TheCityrecentlyspent
$2.1milliontocreateabicycle/pedestrianunderpassofamajorarterialaspartofdevelopingacompletebicyclenetwork.UCDavis
alsospent$250,000toprovide400bicycleracks(League,2009b).Bicyclingispartofthecommunityidentity,andisacknowledged
bythefactthatayearago,theUSbicyclingHallofFamechoseDavistobeitsnewhome(Goddard,2010).
LocalInvolvement
There are various bicycling clubs and advocacy groups in the city of Davis in addition to a generally active community. One
communitygroup,theOldNorthDavisgroup,wasimportantin thedevelopmentofthe5th St. RoadDiet,whichwillchangethe
streetfromfourlanestotwolanes(Goddard,2010).DavisBicycleClubhashadalonghistory(Marshall,2010).AbicycleCoalition
(DavisBicycles)hasathreeyearhistory,andthereisaBicycleAdvisoryCommission.Therelatively recentdevelopmentofthese
groupscanbein responsetotheretirementofPublicWorksDirectorPelzwhowasastrongadvocateforbicyclingorthegeneral
changeindemographicswhichhasreducedthebicyclingculture.
Engineering
Engineeringinvolvesthetwomainareasofdesignstandardsandtheapproachtodevelopments(Marshall,2010).Davispioneered
manyfacilities,suchasbicycle lanes.Inthe1970s,theCitycreatedbicyclingsidepaths,whichrunalongroadsin asimilarwayto
sidewalks.Thesearenotconsideredsuccessfulbecausetheyhavebeenshowntobeanintersectionhazard(Marshall,2010).Itwas
consideredbettertokeepcyclistsinthesightofautos,ornearertothestreet.Davisalsodesignedmanybicycleroundabouts.Now
certifiedengineersareusedformostofthework,mostlyduetoliabilityissues(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).Engineersareexpectedto
understandhowto accommodate cyclists.Forall roadconstruction andresurfacing, bicyclesmust be accommodated.TheCity
thereforemakesayearlyefforttomaintainallroadwaysandfixthemwhenevernecessary.TheCityhasapolicyforprovidingbicycle
parking andotheramenities, such as showers, at destinations.As a result, bicycle parking is providedatmostof themajor
destinationssuchasschools,offices,orgovernmentbuildings(League,2009b).Today,Davisgenerallydealswithmaintenanceand
upgradesbecausemuchof its infrastructurewasputinplaceyearsago.Thisincludesupgradingtonewstandards,changesand
adaptingtoneeds,aswellasreplacingfacilities(Goddard,2010).
There are 3 to 4gradeseparatedpasseswhichwerebuilt in the late 1990s andearly 2000s,whichwerevery large projects
(Marshall, 2010).Davishas25bicycleunderpassesoroverpasses,amplebicycleparking,andvaletparkingforbicyclesatspecial
events(Goddard,2010).Engineersmustalwaysfindabalancebetweentheamountsofspacedevotedtoparkingversusotherstreet
amenities(Marshall,2010).Thereareeighttrafficsignalswithabicyclephase(Goddard,2010),buttheseareonlyusedatlocations
wherethebicyclevolumesaresimilartocarvolumes(Marshall,2010).Onesuchsignalnearaschoolisessentiallyascramblephase.
Allsignalshaveanextendedgreenphasewhenactivatedbyacyclistorpedestrian(Marshall,2010).Thecitydoesnothavebicycle
stations,thoughithas attemptedto create oneat thetrain depot,andthey do nothave bicycle boulevards. However,many
businessesprovideshowersandbicycleparkinginplaceofacity-runbicyclestation(Goddard,2010),andmanyofthesefacilitiesare
encouraged in thedevelopment reviewprocess fornewprojects (Marshall, 2010).There are three locations that provide air
compressors (Marshall, 2010).AndtheCityhasbicycle leftturnlanesin locationswherethereisahighvolumeofcars(Marshall,
2010).
Bicycle projectsarefundedthroughtheCapital ImprovementsPlanbudget,RoadwayImpactFees,the PavementProgram,and
grants(Goddard,2010). Lessthan$10,000of thetotalbicyclebudgetisintendedforadministrativepurposes.TheCityreviewsall
projectsindevelopmentreviewtobesuretheyarebicycleandpedestrianfriendly.Developersmustpayforallcyclingandwalking
improvementswithinsubdivisions(Marshall, 2010).TheInterstate80crossingwaspaid forbyaMello-RoosTax(Marshall, 2010).
TheGastaxisusedformaintenance,butthefundingisrunninglow(Marshall, 2010).Thecitynowhastroublegettingmoneyfor
datacollection.Outof$836,000 for the5th Street RoadDiet project,$80,000for datacollection related totheprojectwasnot
authorized(Goddard,2010).
Education,Encouragement,andEnforcement
TheCityAdministrationsupportsbicycleeducationandsafetyprogramsforadultsandchildren.Themaingoalisgettingpeopleto
understandhowtoridetheirbicyclesontheroad,suchasnotoriginatingaleftturnfromthebicycle lane(Marshall, 2010).Events
suchasNationalBicycleMonth,BicycletoWorkDay,communitybicycle rides,andbicycle rodeosforkidsareencouragedbythe
City.Therearemanybicyclingclubs,bicycle retailshops, andbicycle rental shops(League, 2009b). TheCityhasaStreetSmarts
Coordinator,whichisfundedthroughtheSafe RoutestoSchool program(Goddard, 2010).CitizenscanattendBicycleAdvisory
CommissionmeetingsandcontacttheCityorUniversitytoprovideinput.Forenforcement,thereisabicyclepatrol officer,whois
speciallytrained,andworkstoenforcelawswheretherearehighvolumesofbicyclingtraffic.Inthelastfiveyears,therehavebeen
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247cyclist-motorvehiclecrashesandonefatality(League,2009b).Themaingoalofeducationistochangebehavior,becausemany
peoplealreadycycle(Goddard).
Themaingoalofenforcementisfacilitatingrelationshipsbetweencyclistsandothergroups.Thecityhastwoparttimeofficerswho
focusoneducatingpeoplewhentheyarepulledover(Goddard,2010).Theofficersgenerallyworkinthedowntownareaandtreat
cyclistsas drivers.However,withcurrentbudget issues,enforcement isnotthehighestpriority (Marshall, 2010). Only10 to20
percentofpeoplewhoarepulledoveraregivencitations.Also,fix-itticketscanbeusedfora10percentdiscountatlocalbicycle
shops(Goddard,2010).
PlanningandEvaluation
In1994,DaviscreatedthefirstBicycle/PedestrianCoordinatorpositionanddevelopeditsfirstBicyclePlan.Tenyearslaterin2004,
DaviscreateditsfirstBicycleAdvisoryCommission.Thisisnotwhatisexpectedofonethemostbicycle-friendlycommunitiesinthe
US.However,therehadbeenenoughcommunityorofficialsupportupuntilrelativelyrecentlyforbicyclingtobepromotedwithout
aBicyclePlan.Marshallconfirmedthatthebicycleplanreflectedwhatwasalreadybeingdonein theCity,butbecameanofficial
document to support decisions. The City’s Bicycle Planwaspassed in 2006 at a time whenmost of theplan was already
implemented.ThePlanallowsmostcycliststo travel seamlesslythroughouttheCity.TheCityisalsoworkingonnewstripingand
signage.ThoughmanyintheCityareproudofthehighvolumeofbicycleuse,thereisstillastrongautomobileculturethatcanbe
addressedthroughbetterlanduseandhousingdecisions(League,2009b).Inthecurrentplan,therearemanygoals totriggera
modeshifttobicyclingandwalking(Marshall,2010).
TheCityhashadaBicycleandPedestrianCoordinator,butthemainfocusoftheworkisbicyclingissues(Goddard,2010).TheCity
hasbeenfairlyweakin termsofevaluationofbicyclingfacilities.Officialsconduct1-, 3-,and5-yearbicycle countsatimportant
locations.Thesecountsareimportantincreatingwarrantsforreducingautospeedlimitsincertainareas(Goddard,2010).TheCity
hasalsoaddedafifth‘E’for‘Equity’(totheoriginalfourforeducation,encouragement,enforcementandevaluation)andaimsto
createequityin termsoffundingandattentiontobicycling.In2010,bicyclingcapturedabout25percentofthemodeshare,but
onlyreceived4percentofthefunding.
SomegoodexamplescitedbyofficialsaretheSanJoseStreetSmartsprogram,andmanysmallcitieswithencouragementprograms,
suchasLouisville,KY.OthergoodexamplesarePortland,Boulder,Reno,andrecommendationsincludedin theworkof Kittleson
Engineering(Marshall,2010).DaviswantstotrySundayStreetsasinSanFrancisco.ItalsocurrentlydoesnothaveaSafeRoutesto
Schoolprogram(Goddard,2010).Sharrows(thatis,bicyclesymbolscarefullyplacedtoguidebicycliststothebestplacetorideon
theroadtoavoidcardoorsandtoreminddriverstosharetheroadwithcyclists)havealsobeenconsidered,butthecityisnotsure
theyareneeded.Bicyclepathsalongarterialscauseproblemswhentheyintersectwithroads, so thecityis consideringremoving
them(Marshall,2010).
UCDavisCampus

GeneralCharacteristics
AccordingtotheUCDaviswebsite,theinstitutionenrollsroughly32,000students;andmoststudentslivewithinthreemilesofthe
campus.About15,000bicyclesarepresentoncampuseveryday.Bicycleparkingfacilitiesarelocatedatalmosteverybuildingandin
someautoparkingfacilities.Notablefacilitiesinclude:14milesofbicyclepaths;bicycletrafficandsafetyschool;andsummerbicycle
storage.
BicyclesareveryusefulattheUniversitybecauseitisalargecampus.Inthe1960’sthechancellordecidedthereshouldbebicycle
racksateverybuildingsothatpeoplewouldhaveaplacetoparktheirbicyclesratherthanleavethemonthegrass.Thecampusalso
createdgreenbeltbicycle paths toconnect theperimeterof campusto thecenter, in orderto provideavehiclefreeroutefor
cyclists.Duringthistime,thecampusintroducedtheprohibitionofcarsinthecampuscorearea.ThecampusandthecityofDavis
stillcontinuedwiththesesamecontrols.Thecurrentcampusmodeshareisabout50percentbicyclists.Inthe1970s,Unitrans,the
studentruntransitservice,wascreated.In1993or1994,theserviceincreasedinpopularityastransitfeesforstudentswererolled
intooveralltuition/studentfees(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).
CampusInvolvement
TheTransportationandParkingServicesDepartmentishighlyinfluentialoncampus.Thedepartmentwasinchargeofenforcement
forawhile,butfortherecentoneyear,therehasbeenafulltimebicycleofficerfromcampuspolice.Thedepartmentalsoconducts
anannualsurveyinadditiontodealingwithcarpools,vanpools,transit,andatrain-poolprogram.
Engineering
TherearenospecificbicyclestationsatUCDavis,butsomebuildingshaveshowers,andallcommuterscanusethegymtoshower.
Thecoreofcampusiscutofftopublicvehicleaccess,whichessentiallycreatesbicycleboulevards.Therearebicyclingbridgesand
underpasses,amplebicycleparking,andvaletparkingforspecialevents.ThePutahCreekunderpassisarecentcityimprovement
thatconnectsSouthDavistotherestoftheCityandcostapproximately$5million.ProjectsarefundedgenerallythroughCaltrans
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grants,andamajorsourceistheBicycleTransportationAccountwhichprovides$7millionforbicycleprojectsthroughoutthestate.
TherearespecificArchitectsandEngineerswhodesigncampusprojectsandevaluateallprojectsforbicycle-friendliness.
Education,Encouragement,andEnforcement
Education,encouragementandenforcementtendtobedifficultbecausemanystudentsarenotavidcyclistswhentheyarriveatUC
Davis.TheUniversitydoesnotallowcarsforfreshmen,butisnotabletoreachallstudents.Atorientations,thepolicemeetwith
students andtalk aboutbicycling. TheBicycle Coordinatoris nolonger part ofnewstudentorientation, but hedoesmeetwith
counselors andgivestheminformation. Thereisalsoinformationgivenwith studenthousinginformation,suchasthe cityand
campusbicyclemap.Atregistrationtherearepostersaboutbicycles.Thecampushasthe“GoClub”.Tojointheclubonemustbe
affiliatedwiththeUniversityandnothaveaparkingpermit.PartoftheBicycle“GoClub”includesgetting12‘A’permits(thatis,
permitsforseveralinteriorbicycleparkingspots),becauseitishardtofindparkingonrainydays.Thecampusprovidesfreeparking
forallcyclists.
Enforcementistakenveryseriouslybecauseofliability.InacaseatCSUChico,apedestrianwasseverelyinjuredonabicyclepath,
butthecampuswasstill consideredliablebecausethebicyclepathwasneverenforcedasa bicycle-onlypath.Atthemoment,
campusTransportationandParkingServices(TAPS)isworriedaboutthepolicehavingthesolepowertogiveticketsforviolations.
Allbicycleviolationsare175dollars,sopoliceofficersarereluctanttogivetickets.WhenenforcementwashandledbyTAPS,fines
werelowerthantheyarenow.ThecampusislookingintoaprogramatUCIrvinewherefinesarelowerforcyclists(at20to40
dollarspercitation)andthereisaseparatebicycletrafficschool.
Planning
Thefirstcampusplanwaspreparedjust10yearsagobecauseCaltransbegantorequireaplantoapplyforfunding.Plansmustmeet
11requirementsandbeupdatedevery4years.Theplansbringupimportantpointsthatneedtobe addressed,are a guideto
improvements,andalsohelptoholdthecityaccountable(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).TAPStracksmodeshare.Graduatestudentsat
theInstitute ofTransportationStudiesconduct bicyclingsurveysandin 2010produceda section focusingonbicycle theft. The
studentsalsodobicycle parkingutilization counts, andconducta bicycle parking inventory.However,theyhavenotconducted
bicyclecountsfor10yearsbecausetheyarecomplicated.AbicycleTransportationNetworkproject(conducted3yearspreviously)
studiedthewholesystem.Atapublicworkshop,alargemapoftheCitywastaggedwithpost-itnotesfordifferentcategoriesof
issuesbyusers.Itwasaveryeffectivewayofvisualizingproblems,andmagnitudesofproblems,in theCity.This informationwas
usedforthenewBicyclePlan(Takemoto-Weerts,2010).
Theyhaveconsideredabicyclesharingprogram,butcompanieshavedecidedthereisnomoneytobemadeinDavis.TheCitymight
stillimplementbicyclesharingtothetrainstation.TheCityisalsoconsideringbicyclecounters,likeinCopenhagen,whichshowthe
popularityofbicyclingandisalsostudyinglightedcrosswalks.
Factorsindevelopingabicycleandpedestrianfriendlycityandcampus
Davishashadgoodresultsbecausebicyclingisawayoflife(Marshall,2010).TheCalifornialawthatrequiresplannerstoplanforall
modesandabilitieswhenupdatingthegeneralplanwillhelpcitiesin thismanner (Marshall, 2010).Citiesshouldoutreachtothe
businesscommunitybecausetheyareagoodally.Plannerscanhelpbusinessestorealizethatbicyclingmaybegoodforbusiness.
According to Dill and Carr (2003), cyclistsmay spendmore timedowntownbecause theymade an effort tobe there. They
recommendthatcitiesprovideon-streetbicycleparkingandoutdoordining.Somebarrierstobicyclingincludethefactsthatpeople
arereallybusyandtherearesuchlandusefactorsaslongroutestoretailestablishments.Peoplecannotbeexpectedtocycleevery
day,butmaybeoccasionally.Citiesshouldrealizethatnoteveryone’sscheduleisflexible.Somepeopledon’tlikechange(Goddard,
2010).Thereisalsoaperception,andpartlyreality,thatbicyclingisunsafe.Whencaruseincreases,bicyclingdoesbecomelesssafe.
Theweatherissometimesabarriertobicycling.Manypeopledonotrecognizethehealthbenefitsofbicycling(Marshall,2010).
Marshall emphasizesthatcreatingabicyclingcommunitytookacommunityeffortinwhichnooneparticulargroupwasthemost
important. He considers elected representatives, City/University Staff, community activists, and ordinary residents equally
influential. Goddard considered the community activists, ordinary residents, and city staff themost influential in supporting
bicycling.Localbusinessownersareconsideredequallyinfluentialbutinagenerallynegativesense.Electedrepresentativeshave
alsobeenhighly influential.TransitagencystaffandMPOstaffhavehadsomeinfluence,buttheMPO’sareparticularlyimportant
forprovidingmoney. ConsultantsarerarelyusedinthecityofDavis(Goddard,2010).ThelocalMPOstaffasksDavisforadviceon
standards(Marshall,2010).
Davisisconsideredauniquecommunitybecauseofitslongbicyclinghistory,butsomeoftheimportantstepsallcitiescouldtake
are:
• Createagrassrootsmovementinvolvingcommunity,staff,andelectedofficials
• Engagethecommunityinaforum,findingtheirneedsandtheirbarriers
• Makebicyclefacilitiesmoreconvenient
• GothroughtheprocessofcreatingaBicyclePlansotherewillbeconcretestepsforimplementation.
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On the Campus, influential people are campus Transportation and Parking Services (TAPS), the campus planner at Resource
Management andPlanning,andtheArchitectsandEngineerswhoreviewprojects(Takemoto-Weerts, 2010). Takemoto-Weerts,
2010thinksthatevaluatingwhatyoualreadyhaveisimportantincreatingabicycle-friendlycommunity.
Someimportantstepscitiescantakeare:
• MakesureTransportationEngineeringstaffunderstandtheimportanceofbicycle/pedestrianplanningandtheprinciplesof
design
• Tapintothewillofcommunityactivists.
• FindinfluentialpeoplewhoarecyclistswhocantalktotheCouncil.Professorsusuallyhaveclout.
• FindpeopleinCityDepartmentswhoaresympathetictothecause.
• Doresearchtofindgrants.ManyCitieswillalreadyhaveaGrantsAdministrator.
A3.1.2CaseStudy2:CityofSanLuisObispoandCalPolySanLuisObispo,California
TheCityofSanLuisObispo,Californiaisawarded“silver”,thethirdhighestranking,bytheLeagueofAmericanCyclists.Table3-2
summarizessourcesofinformationandofficialsinterviewedforthebackgroundtothiscasestudy.
Source
LeagueofAmericanCyclists
OfficialsInterviewed

CADepartmentofFinance1

TableA3-2:InformationSources–CityofSanLuisObispo,California

Item
BicycleFriendlinessRanking=Silver
Bicyclecommutemodeshare=7%(ACS,2006-08)
Area=11squaremiles
PeggyMandeville– PrincipalTransportationPlanner,Cityof
SanLuisObispo
SusanRains–CommuterandAccessServicesCoordinator,
CaliforniaPolytechnicStateUniversity
DanRivoire– ExecutiveDirector,SLOBicycleCoalition
Population=44,948(January2010)

1StateofCalifornia,DepartmentofFinance,E-1PopulationEstimatesforCities,CountiesandtheStatewithAnnualPercentChange—January1,2009and

2010.Sacramento,California,May2010

CityofSanLuisObispo,California

GeneralCharacteristics
TheCityofSanLuisObispohada2010populationof44,948andencompasses11squaremiles.Outof154milesin thetotalroad
network,40milesaccommodatebicyclists.Theaveragetemperatureisbetween52and63degreesFahrenheitthroughouttheyear.
Thecityhasamedianincomeof$31,926,andalargepercentageofthepopulationiscollegestudentsbecauseofthepresenceof
theCaliforniaPolytechnicStateUniversity.Most oftheneighborhoodsarewithina quartermile ofretailor businessareas,and
manyhavepedestrian-friendlyamenitiessuchasparks,benches,andgreenery(League,2009c).
Approximately3.6percentofthepopulationcommutedtoworkbybicycle asoftheyear2000(League,2009c).Accordingtothe
American CommunitySurvey for 2006-2008,approximately 7 percent nowcommute toworkby bicycle. Somedeterrents to
bicyclinginSanLuisObispoaresafety, distance,andterrain.TheCityhasanoddstreetpatternandmanykeycorridorstraverse
steephills.US101andtherailroadeachbisecttheCitytherebyfragmentingit(Mandeville,2010,Rivoire,2010).
The City’snon-motorizedtransportationinfrastructureconsists ofa bicycleboulevard,a bicycle bridge, bicycleandpedestrian
phasesattrafficsignals,bicyclefriendlyloopsorcameras,considerablebicycleparking,valetparkingatsomelocations,andshared
lanes.However,theCitydoesnothavecorelanesorabicyclestation(Mandeville,2010,Rivoire,2010).Theinfrastructureisfunded
bytheBicycleTransportationAccountalongwiththeStateHighwayAccountFund(Mandeville,2010).ThecityrecentlybuilttheBill
RoalmanBicycleBoulevard.Thisisa$20,000projectthatcreatedasafeandfastrouteintodowntownfromthesouthsideoftown,
allowing cyclists to avoid a high volume, narrow right-of-way arterial. It included tree plantings, intersection/signalization
improvements,stopsignflips(tofavorcyclists)andpavementmarkings(League,2009c).TheCityisalsotryingtoensureminimum
sidewalk widths of 8 feet while providing ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) compliant ramps and bicycle loop detectors
(Mandeville,2010).
Engineering
ThereisarequirementbytheCityfortheaccommodationofcyclistsonnewroadsandonroadsslatedundergoingreconstruction
and resurfacing. The City’s bicycle transportation planner briefs Engineers and planners about best practices in bicycle
transportationplanning.Therearebicycleparkingordinancesinplace,andmanyofthepublicanddowntownfacilitiesincludingthe
TransitCenter,Library,andrecreationcentershavebicycleracksnearby.Allpublicbusesareequippedwithbicycleracks.ABicycle
BoulevardwasrecentlyaddedonMorroStreet,andbicyclepathsliketheRailroadSafetyTrailandtheBobJonesCity-to-SeaTrail
werecreatedspecificallyforbicycle/pedestriantravel(League,2009c).Howeverallthesetrailsarenotyetfinished.TheCityTraffic
OperationsManager keepsuponinnovativetechnologies andisopentotryingnewideas(Mandeville, 2010). Bi-annual bicycle
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countsandbeforeandafterroadstudieshelptoevaluatetheCity’sprogress(Mandeville,2010),butthereislittleinformationon
theusageofbicyclingtrails(Rivoire,2010).
LocalInvolvement
TherearegroupssuchastheSLOBicycleCoalition,withapproximately450members(Rivoire,2010),CalPolyclubsliketheCalPoly
Wheelmen,aBicycleAdvisoryCommitteeandvariousotheradvocacygroupsintheareathathavehelpedtogetapprovalfornew
bicycle paths,providebicycle educationtothepublic,andprovidevaletparkingat events. Therehas alsobeenapushbylocal
bicyclinggroupsformorebicycleracksin thedowntownarea(League,2009c).Rivoirebelievesthatdemandslikethesefromlocal
groupshaveledtoanincreaseinbicyclingfacilitiesandthereforeanincreaseinthebicyclingmodeshare.
Education,Enforcement,andEncouragement
The“SLOBicycleCoalition”hasabicycleeducationandconfidenceprogramwhichistaughtbyprofessionalslicensedbytheState
(Rivoire, 2010). This isfundedbytheCityCouncil (Mandeville, 2010).ThelocalLeagueofCertified Instructors (LCIs)offersfree
classeseveryothermonth,andtheCityPoliceDepartmentreceivesanOfficeofTrafficSafety(OTS)grantthatsupportsthecostof
presentationsat eachelementaryschoolthroughout SanLuisObispo.Studentsareprovidedbasicinformationaboutsaferiding
techniquesandvehicle coderequirements.Additionally,theSLORegionalRidesharehostssafetyassembliesaspart ofanafterschoolprogramatschools inthearea(League,2009c),andRidesharealsodistributes braceletsandbicycle bells toencourage
bicycling(Mandeville,2010).ThereisaBi-monthlyRoad1classtaughtbyLCIs,andweeklybicyclevaletserviceattheThursdaynight
Farmer'sMarketwherethereisactivepromotionandeducation(League, 2009c).Bicyclemonth,ridesharemonth,andrideshare
weekalsohelppromotebicycling(Rivoire,2010).
TheCityandtheuniversityhavebicycleenforcementofficers(League,2009c).TheCitystaffandPoliceDepartmentmeetquarterly
todiscussenforcementissues(Mandeville,2010).Rivoirebelievesthatenforcementoftrafficspeedlimitsandticketingcyclistsis
insufficienttoprotectcyclistsandpedestrians.The“CoexistCampaign”isputonbythebicyclecoalitionandSLORegionalRideshare,
whichencouragegreaterrespectbetweenbicyclistsandmotoristscountywidethroughadcampaigns,resultinginsaferconditions
(League,2009c).
Planning
Thecityfirstestablishedaplanforalternativetransportationin1982(Mandeville,2010,Rivoire,2010).ThefirstBicyclePlanwas
adoptedin1985,amendedin1985,1993,2002and2007(Mandeville,2010,Rivoire,2010),althoughonlyafewmeasureshavebeen
implemented(League, 2009c). In 1994,theCityalso incorporatedmethodsforreducing automobile usageintothe Circulation
Element(Mandeville,2010,Rivoire,2010).TheBicyclePlanhelpsshapeinfrastructureimprovementsbymakingthecityeligiblefor
statefunding(Rivoire,2010),prioritizingprojects,andcreatingpoliciesthecitymustfollow(Mandeville,2010). TheCity’s traffic
modelisupgradedtoincludebicyclemodalsplits(Mandeville,2010).
TheRailroadSafetyTrailextendsfromOrcuttRoadnorthwardtotheRailroadstation.Thenorthwardextensionalongtherailway
hastobereevaluatedduetodifficultywithnegotiationsaboutrightofway.TheextensionfurthernorthalongCaliforniaBoulevard
isbuilt betweenHathawayStreet andtheCal PolyMustangstadiumnearFoothill Boulevard.Approximately 80percent ofthe
construction of the Bob Jones City-to-Sea trail between Prado Road and Los Osos Valley Road is completed. The Bicycle
TransportationPlan2007identifiesandprioritizesover$53millioninprojects.ThecityofSanLuisObispohasastrongcommitment
todevelopingnewbicyclefacilitiesforrecreationandutilitariantransportation,aswellasparking.Inthepast10yearsthecityhas
spent3.5milliondollarsonmajorfacilities.Thecity’sBicycleTransportationPlanproposes31newmilesofbicyclepaths (ClassI
facilities)including6majorbicycleways.Italsoproposesbicycle lanesontheremaining3.2milesofarterialsthat arecurrently
withoutfacilities,thusachieving100%bicycle friendlyarterialstreets(League,2009c).Additionalideasthathavebeenconsidered
butnotyetimplementedincludebicycleboxes,coloredbicyclelanes,amongothers(Mandeville,2010,Rivoire,2010).
CaliforniaPolytechnicStateUniversityCampus,SanLuisObispo

GeneralCharacteristics
Cal Poly is primarily an undergraduate institutionwith an enrollment of roughly 17,000 students, with 3,000 staff and faculty
members(TheCalPolyMasterPlan,2001).Thecampushasundergonemanyphasesofphysicalgrowthasthestudentpopulation
hasgrownfromroughly4,000in1949(CalPolyMasterPlan,2001).Table3-3showsthatin2001,40percentofstaffandstudents
usealternativemodestogettocampus.Fiftypercentofstudentsusealternativemodes(CalPolyMasterPlan,2001).Bicyclinghas
dramaticallyincreasedinthelastsixyearsaccordingtoSusanRains,theRideshareCoordinator.
CalPolyhasbicycleboulevards,bicycleandpedestrianphasesattrafficsignals,considerablebicycleparking,andsharedlanes.It
doesnothavecorelanes, bridgesorunderpasses,valet parking, orfullbicycle stations.Somedeterrentstobicyclingaresafety,
weather,andtheterrain.
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TableA3-3:2001ModalSplitforTripstoCalPoly–SanLuisObispo,California

Mode
Automobile
Foot
PublicTransit
Bicycle
AllModes

AllTravelers
60%
22%
10%
8%
100%

StudentsOnly
50%
29%
12%
9%
100%

Engineering
Bicycle parking hasalmostdoubled over the past threeto fouryearsandmore pedestrianzonesaredemarcatedthroughout
campus.TheUniversity hasconvertedthesectionof Via CartaacrosscentralcampusandSouthPerimeterRoadto bicycle and
pedestrianmalls,andclosedoffSouthPerimeter Roadto automobile traffic. Bi-annual bicycle counts help to evaluatebicycling
aroundcampus.
LocalInvolvement
Studentshavehelpedtoimplementchangesoncampusthroughpressureandinfluence.Thefacilitiesplanningstaffhavealso
workedtowardsachievingmorebicycleuseandbicyclesafety.
Education,Enforcement,andEncouragement
SLObicyclecoalitionisalsoimportanttobicycleeducationoncampus,aswellastotheCommuteandAccessServicesCoordination
Program.Campuspolicedealwithbicycleenforcementandadministeradiversionprogramforbicyclesafetyoffenders.
Planning
ThenewMasterPlanfortheCampuswillbemoreinfluentialinguidingbicyclingandpedestrianimprovements.Anideawhichhas
beenconsideredbuthasnotyetbeenimplementedisbicyclesharingtoincludeuseofelectricbicycles.
Factorsindevelopingabicycleandpedestrianfriendlycityandcampus
Someofthekeyplayersinbringingaboutchangehavebeenthegeneralpublic,bicycleclubs,theBicycleAdvisoryCommittee,the
pro–alternative transportation City Council, and the Public Works Department (Mandeville, 2010, Rivoire, 2010). Increased
community interest along with increased funding for alternative transportation has allowed for improvements to facilities
(Mandeville,2010).Students,facilitiesplanningstaff,andcommuterandaccessservicesatCalPolyhaveproducedgoodbicycleand
pedestrianresults.
Both Peggy Mandeville and Dan Rivoire believe elected officials and metropolitan planning staff are the most influential
stakeholders. Consultants areconsideredthe least influential.Other groupssuchascommunity activists, residents, employees,
businessowners,andtransitagencystafffellbetweenthesetwogroups.DanRivoirebelievesthatUniversityStaffandcommunity
activistsareinfluential.
PeggyMandevilleandDanRivoireconsiderthefollowingthemostimportantstepsforacitytogetstarted:
• HavepoliciesthatsupportgoalsintheCirculationElement
• AdoptaBicyclePlan
• Workwithadvocacygroups,developcommunitysupport,andfundraising
• Includebicycleprojectsinthebudgetprogram
• Developpartnerships
• Applyforgrants
• Set-upaBicycleAdvisoryCommittee
• Provideadequatestaffing
• Provideeducationandenforcement
Onthe campus,community activists,residents, andplanningstaffwerethemost influential. Consultantswerealso influential.
Universitystaffandelectedrepresentativesweretheleastinfluential.SusanRainssaysinter-agencycooperationisvitaltoimproving
facilitiesforalternativemodes.
SusanRainssaysthemostimportantstepstogettingstartedare:
• Marketing
• SupportandEncouragementforbicyclingandwalkinginfrastructure
• Workingwithactivists
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A3.1.3CaseStudy3:CityofPaloAltoandStanfordUniversity,California
TheCityofSanLuisObispo,Californiaisawarded“gold”,thesecondhighestranking,bytheLeagueofAmericanCyclists.Table3-4
summarizessourcesofinformationandofficialsinterviewedforthebackgroundtothiscasestudy.
Source
LeagueofAmericanCyclists
OfficialsInterviewed
CADepartmentofFinance1

TableA3-4:InformationSources–CityofPaloAlto,,California

Item
BicycleFriendlinessRanking=Gold
Bicyclecommutemodeshare=6%(Cityestimate)
Area=23.6squaremiles
YorikoKishimoto,FormerMayor(2001-2009),CityofPaloAlto
RafaelRius(PE),ProjectEngineer,CityofPaloAlto
AriadneScott–BicycleProgramCoordinator,Stanford
UniversityParking&TransportationServicesDepartment
Population=65,408(January2010)

1StateofCalifornia,DepartmentofFinance,E-1PopulationEstimatesforCities,CountiesandtheStatewithAnnualPercentChange—January1,2009and

2010.Sacramento,California,May2010

CityofPaloAlto,California

GeneralCharacteristics
ThecityofPaloAltowasoriginallydesignedtoserveStanfordUniversity(CityofPaloAlto,2007)andencompassesnearly25square
miles.Itspopulationin2010wasestimatedat65,408.Theaveragetemperatureisbetween50and70degreesFahrenheit(Weather
Channel,2010).Thecityhadamedianhouseholdincomeof$90,377,asof1999(CityofPaloAlto,2005).Regardedatonetimeasa
collegetown,PaloAltoisnowtheheadquartersofmanymajortechnologyfirms.Highhomepricesmeanthatmanystudentsof
StanfordUniversitycannotaffordto live inthe City.Because Palo Alto’s streetnetworkessentiallycontinuesinto neighboring
communities,buildingrelationshipswiththesecitiesisimportant(Kishimoto, 2010).Akeydifferencebetweenthiscasestudycity
andtheothertwo,DavisandSanLuisObispo,isthatitisadenseurbanizedareasurroundedbyothercities.
Accordingtothe1990Census,8.5percentofresidentscycledtoworkand3.5percentwalked(CityofPaloAlto,2003).Kishimoto
estimatesthatbicyclecommuteiscurrentlycloseto6percent.ThoughtheCityisrelativelyflatandhasgoodweather,manyofthe
majorarterials carry heavyvehicular trafficand do not have bicycle facilities.TheOregon Expressway,a 1960’scontroversial
expansion involving eminent domain of the two-lane Oregon Avenue (Bowling, 2010), continues to divide the community
(Kishimoto,2010).SomeadvantagesfortheCityhoweverarenumerouswideresidentialstreetslaidoutinroughlyagridpattern,
whichcanaccommodatecyclists.
TheCity’snon-motorizedtransportationinfrastructureincludesonebicyclestationsattheCal-Trainstation,threebicycleboulevards
(withthethirdinprogress),atleasttenbridges/underpasses,sometrafficsignalswithbikephases,amplebicycle parking,withstill
unmetdemand,valetparkingforspecialevents,andonesharedzonewithplansforasecond.Therearenobufferedbicyclelanesor
protectedbicycleways.Somerecentprojectsare“RoadDiets”onpartsof CharlestonandArastraderotoreducethenumberof
lanesfromfourtotwoandaccommodatecyclists(Kishimoto,2010).Inadditiontotherecentlyaddedbicycleboulevards,thereare
projectssuchastheHomerTunnelundercrossing,a$5.1millionprojectwhichallowscyclistsandpedestrianstocrossundertheCalTraintracks,andabridgeoverEmbarcaderoRoad(League,2009a).
Engineering
Engineeringisthestartingpointforchangesin thecommunityandwasoriginallyfocusedonaccesstoschools (Kishimoto,2010).
TheCity’spriorityistoformulatepolicyaroundbicycles.However,thetimespentoncyclingprojectsisroughlyequivalenttoaparttimejob(Rius,2010).TheCityhasexploredthepossibilitiesofdayandnightparkingandtandemparkingforbicyclesinareastobe
zonesfortransit-orienteddevelopment(Kishimoto,2010).TheCityhasinstitutedandstricterbicycleparkingrequirementsfornew
developments(Rius,2010).Projectsarecoordinatedbetweenre-pavingandsharetheroadmarkers.Thenewminimumwidthfor
bicyclelanesisfivefeet.Inpreviousyears,concernswereaboutautosafety,butnowthefocusalsoincludescyclistandpedestrian
accessateachsite(Rius,2010).
LocalInvolvement
Thereisahighlevelofcommunityawarenessaboutalternativemodeissues,butbicycleadvocateswouldlikeahighermodeshare
percentage(Rius,2010).Schoolsandadvocateshaveplayedimportantrolesincreatingchange.TheCity’sSchoolTrafficCommittee
wasestablishedandisveryactive(Rius,2010).TherearecommuteincentiveprogramsforCityemployees.PaloAltoWalksandRolls
iscoalitiondesignedtoencouragealternativemodes(League,2009a).
Education,Enforcement,andEncouragement
TheschoolsinPaloAltoaremakingasignificanteffortateducationandencouragementtoridebicyclesespeciallyforstudentsfrom
the third grade upward (Rius, 2010). The Safe Routes to School program is important for education, enforcement, and
encouragement. It involvesmonthly meetings,bicycle safety classes for kidsand families, and increasedenforcementaround
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schools(Kishimoto,2010).Bicycleridershiptoschoolhasincreasedinrecentyears(Rius,2010).Thereareadditionalyouthandadult
bicycleeducationcoursesprovidedthroughtheCity’srecreationprograms(League,2009a).TheCityhasalsoestablishedbicycleto
workdaysandvalet bicycle parkingfor eventsatStanford.TheCitywould liketoprovidemorebicycle facilities and accessto
showersforemployeeswhocycletofurtherencouragecycling(Kishimoto,2010).TheCityhascollaboratedwithStanfordtodevelop
aBicycleMap(Rius,2010).
Planning
Cityofficialsrecognizethatplanningforcyclistsandpedestriansisimportantbecausethesemodesaregoodforhealth,increasethe
senseofcommunity, andareless expensivethanprojectsfor automobiles(Kishimoto,2010).TheCityhasthereforeprepareda
BicycleMasterPlan.TheCity’sPlanencouragestheuseoffundingandeducationprogramstopromotecyclingandwalkingwhile
creatingamoreconnectednetwork.ThePlanalsoencouragestrafficcalmingandthe reductionof single-occupantvehicle (SOV)
trips.The development ofabicycle sharing programwasconceived but isnowunderthejurisdiction ofValleyTransportation
Authority(Kishimoto,2010).
TheCitydoesnotperformbeforeandafterstudiesofprojectstodeterminetheimpactsofBicycleprojects(Rius,2010).However
Cityofficialswouldlikeastudytodeterminetheassociationbetweenmoneyspentonparkingversusmodeshare(Kishimoto,2010).
TheCitydoeshaverelatedinformationfromtheBayAreaAirQualityManagementDistrict.
StanfordUniversityCampus,PaloAlto

GeneralCharacteristics
Stanfordisoneofonly3Universitieswithafull-timebicycleprogramcoordinator(CornellandUCDavisaretheothers).Whilemany
colleges havepersonnel whowork onbicycle programs,bicycle programcoordination isnota full time jobasestablished at
Stanford.This reflectsthe importanceStanfordaccordsthe bicycling program.The universityregistersbicyclesand distributes
bicycle lightsandsafetyinformationduringfreshmanorientation.85%of atypical freshmanbikerpopulationof1635students
registerstheirbicycles.
Engineering
Stanfordusesa standardized bike racksystemmanufactured byCreativePipeCompany in Southern CA. The university has
establishednewprogramtermedthe BicycleSafetyInventionChallenge. Theprogrambeganin2008andcontinuestobeheld
everyotheryear.Theprogramawardscashprizesof$5000,$2500,and$1000tothetopthreeproposalsfornewinventionsfor
bicyclesafety. Thetopprizein2008wenttoamedicalstudentwhocameupwithanLEDheadbandlightthatcouldbewornovera
bikehelmettoincreasevisibility.
LocalInvolvement
Stanfordmaintainsdatafromanannualcommutesurveythathasbeenongoingfor10years.Theuniversityhasa“commuteclub”
that encourages students to participate by offering cash incentives worth $282 per participant with about 7000 students
participating.IncentivesincludeCaltrainGOpasses,bicyclelockersandequipment(suchashelmets)atreducedprices.
Education,Enforcement,andEncouragement
Duringtheschoolyear,theuniversityoffersbicyclesafetyclassesandroadshowsatthecampusquadanddorms.Atthedorms,the
roadshowincludesfreebicycletune-upsbyamechanicfollowingeducationaloutreachpresentations.Thecampusemployspositive
reinforcementto promotebicycle safetybyhavingasuper-hero character,“Sprocketman”,promotehelmetwearingandgood
ridingandinhandingoutrecognitionsandawards. Thecampaignincludesspeakerswhohavesurvivedhorriblebicycleaccidentsto
promotetheimportanceofsaferiding.
Aspartofenforcement,DeputyAllenJames,aStanfordPublicSafetyOfficer,createdthebicycletrafficschoolafewyearsago. The
classesareofferedtwiceamonthandafterattendingtheclassthe$160ticket canbedismissed. Themost commoncausesfor
ticketsoncampusare:1)StopSignViolations,2)NoLightatNight,3)Havingbothearsobstructed(headphones).Duringaschool
yearthereare30trafficschoolclassesthatover1000studentsattend.
Planning
Thebicyclingcommunityandthe coordinatoraredirectlyinvolvedwithcampusplanningonwheretoprovideadditional bicycle
parkingspaceswithnewbuildings.Thecampushadastoragecapacityfor12,000bicyclesin2010.
FactorsindevelopingabicycleandpedestrianfriendlyCityandCampus
TheCityCouncil hasbeenimportantinbringingaboutchangein thecommunity.ItsupportedupdatingtheBicycleMasterPlan,
increasingbicycleparkingdowntown,andthesaferoutestoschoolprogram.TheSchoolDistrictsandparent-teacherassociation
(PTA),theSiliconValleyBicycleCoalition,WesternWillow,neighborhoodgroups,andindividualadvocateshavealsobeeninfluential
(Kishimoto,2010).ThePaloAltoBicycleAdvisoryCommittee,thePlanningandTransportationCommission,andvariousofficialsare
importantplayersaswell(Rius,2010).
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Theelectedrepresentatives,cityanduniversitystaff, andadvisorygroupsareconsideredmostinfluential(Kishimoto,2010,Rius,
2010).Communityactivists,consultants,andresidentsarealsohighlyinfluentialbutemployers,transitagencystaff,MPOstaff,and
schoolsareslightlylessinfluential(Kishimoto,2010).AccordingtoRius,thesesecondarygroupsareonlymoderatelyinfluential.
Thereis abicyclevaletserviceduringfootball gamesat Stanford.Theservice isrunbyvolunteersfromtheSiliconValleyBicycle
Coalition. Thefreeservicesparkedabout1000bicyclesperhomegameduringthe2009-2010seasonandservedasafundraiserfor
theorganization(whichreceivedsomefundingfromtheschoolforprovidingtheservice(Scott,2010).
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Appendix3-2:StructuredInterviewQuestionsforSystemManagers
Mineta Transportation Institute Project#2906:

IntervieweeName:
Title:
Affiliation(s):

Integration of Bicycling and Walking Facilities into the Infrastructure of Urban Communities

InterviewDate:
InterviewerName:

InterviewTime:
InterviewLocation:
Follow-UpContactInformation:
Transcribed:

Introduction:
ThisinterviewisbeingdoneaspartofaresearchprojectundertheMinetaTransportationInstitute.Weareinvestigating“bestpractices”in
threehighlyrecognizedCaliforniacommunitieswherecyclingandothernon-motorizedtransportationchoicesaresignificantlyabove
comparablecommunities. Theresearchisfocusedspecificallyonthecommunitiesandcollegesin:
1) SanLuisObispo,CA(andCalPolySLO)
2) Davis,CA(andUCDavis)
3) PaloAlto,CA(andStanford)
TheQuestionsaredividedintosixsectionsandwillstartwithsomebackgroundaboutyouandyourknowledgeaboutbicyclingandwalkingin
yourcommunityandendwithsomequestionsaboutgoodexampleselsewherewecouldlookatorotherpeoplewecouldcontacttolearn
more.
Yourparticipationwillbeusedinparttohelpdocumentsomeofthelessonslearnedandcontributeinformationthatcanbeofusebyothers
tryingtoimprovetheircommunities. Areyouwillingtoparticipateinthis interviewandallowustouseyourcommentsandresponsesinthe
finalreport?

InterviewQuestions:
Q1.1:Whatisyournameandtitle(ifany)?

Q1.2:Whatisyourprofessionalaffiliation(s)orrolewithbicyclingandwalkinginyourcommunity?

Q1.3:Doyoualsoliveinthiscommunityorjustworkontheseissuesforthecommunity?

Q1.4:Iscyclingorwalkingamodechoiceyoumakeaspartofyourcommute?

Q1.5:Howlonghaveyoubeeninvolvedinbicycleandpedestrianissuesforthiscommunity?

Q2.1:Pleasedescribethehistoryofcyclingandwalkinginthiscommunity?

Q2.2:Howhascyclingandwalkingchangedinthecommunityinrecenthistory(thelastdecade)?

Q2.3:Howhasthecommunitychangedinrelationshiptotransportationchoicesoverthelastdecade?
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Q3.1:Couldyoudescribetoday’sstateofcyclingandwalkinginthiscommunity?

Q3.2:Howarealternativecommutesworkinginthecommunity(forbothresidentsandworkerscommutingintotheareaforjobs)?

Q3.3:Whoarethemainplayersinshapingandimplementingchangesthatsupportcyclingandwalkinginthiscommunity?

Q3.4:Thefive'Es'areusedfrequentlyinstudyingnon-motorizedtransportation. Couldweaskyoutospeakabouteachoftheseareasinyour
community?
Engineering–Designingandbuildingsafeinfrastructure:
Education–educatingusersonsafeandappropriatebehavior:
Enforcement–enforcingexistingtrafficlaws:
Encouragement–encouragingtheuseofsustainabletravelmodes:
Evaluation–monitoringtheresultstoensuregoalsaremet:
Q3.5:Focusingspecificallyoninfrastructure,couldyouidentifywhichofthefollowingfeaturescurrentlyexistinyourcommunitytosupport
non-motorizedtransportation?
BicycleStations
Present
NotPresent
Don'tKnow
BicycleBoulevards
Present
NotPresent
Don'tKnow
Bridges/Underpasses(Bicycle/Ped) Present
NotPresent
Don'tKnow
TrafficLights-bicycle/pedphasePresent
NotPresent
Don'tKnow
Amplebicycleparking
Present
NotPresent
Don'tKnow
ValetParkingforBicycles
Present
NotPresent
Don'tKnow
SharedZones
Present
NotPresent
Don'tKnow
CoreLanes
Present
NotPresent
Don'tKnow
Q3.6:Couldyouspeakabouthowthesefeatureswork,includinghowtheyarefundedandhowusageistracked?

Q4.1:Whataretheprobablereasonsforthegoodresultsinthiscommunity?

Q4.2:Whataresomespecificprogramsorbuiltinfrastructureimprovementsundertakentoaddresstheneedsofnon-motorized(cyclistand
pedestrian)travelersinthiscommunity? Howisusagetracked?

Q4.3:Whataresomeofthespecificapproachesusedtoincreasecyclingandwalkingasatransportationmodechoiceinthecommunity?

Q4.4:Onascaleof1to10,with10beingthehighest,couldyouranktheimpactofvariousstakeholdersonbicycleandpedestrianpolicyinyour
community?
ElectedRepresentatives
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
City/UniversityStaff
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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CommunityActivists
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Consultants
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
OrdinaryResidents
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Employers/BusinessOwners
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
TransitAgencyStaff
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Metropolitan(Regional)PlanningAgencyStaff 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Q4.5:Couldyouspeakofthepastandcurrentroleofvariousstakeholdersinshapingandimplementingpoliciesforcyclistsandpedestrians?

Q4.6:Ifyouarefamiliarwiththecommunity’scomprehensiveplan(generalplan)and/orbicyclingplan,couldyouspeakabouttherolethese
policydocumentsplayinshapingcyclingandwalkinginfrastructureimprovementsandmodechoice?

Q5.1:Couldyoumakesomesuggestionsforotherstryingtoimprovebicyclingandwalkinginthecommunities?

Q5.2:Foracommunitythatrequiresalotofupgrades,couldyousuggestthetoptenstepstogetstarted?

Q5.3:Arethererealorperceivedbarriersthatsignificantlydeterlargenumbersoftravelersfromconsideringcyclingorwalkingasamode
choice?

Q6.1:ArethereothergoodexamplesthatareworthlookingatelsewhereinCalifornia,theUnitedStatesoraroundtheWorld?

Q6.2:Arethereideasyou’veheardaboutandconsideredtryinginthiscommunity,buthaven’tyet?

Q6.3:Arethereothercontactsyouknowwhoweshouldcontactformoreinformation?
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Appendix to Chapter 4
Appendix 4-1: The User Survey Instrument

Survey of Bicycling and Walking Conditions and Facilities
Dear Sir/Madam:
We ask for your help in a researc h p roject to evaluate the features o f the bike and pedes trian
facili1ies in your community to create cities that are cycling and pedestrian-friendly for all users.
Please take about 15 minutes to fill out this survey. Your par1icipation involves no risk and is
en1irely optional; any answers you give will be kept anonymous in order to protect your privacy.
If you choose to voluntarily partic ipa te, please ha nd your comple ted survey to the a ttendant a t
this survey sta 1ion; or you may fill and ma il it back pos tage- free. In some mul1iple-c hoice ques1ions, more than one reply may be given. If you have any concerns or would like additional
information, please contact one of the fo llowing:
R~S~AI'!:~ PoomsoR- (ORNRIU$ NUWOR$00 1805.756.257 31CNUWORSO@CALPOLV.m u
C~AIROF CAL PoLv H uiVIAN SuBJ~m CoMMITTEE - SrEV~ DAVIS 805.756.2754
DEANOF RESEAI'!:H AND GRADUATE POOGRAM$- SUSAN O PAVA 805. 756. 1SOB

I
I

Note: A trip is defined as a one-way journey from origin to destination. A walking trip is one
minute or more (do not include w a lking to your car parked on your street, efc)
A. Participant Characteristics (check one)
f2. Gender:
i
o Male
o Fem a le
...,.[
4---"
. E=-'-m--"Q
""Io-'-'y"""'--e
m - n....,t....,.tw
- e- - - - - - - - - - - ,1

I

[1. .6-ge:
o under 16 o 25-34
o 16-24
o 35-44
13. Persona l Income :

o 45-54
o 55-64

o None
o $40k-59k
o Under $20k o $60k-79k
o $20k-39k
o $60k-99k

o 65-74
o 75+

I

o Studen t
o Re tail
o Agric ulture
o Information

o $ 100k- 149k
o Over $ 150k

B. Travel Characteristics (check all that apply)
~1 . ~ ow ma ny ve1ic les
each ~e a re
ormall:r.:: gvail :~bleJOLY-OULvs§

o[

1
Automobile
Motorcyc le
Bicycle
Othe r

I

2

Number of da)IS

4

3

For shopping:

For business:

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

2
0
0

c

c

0
0

0
0

3

c
0
0
0

c

4
D
D

5

6

7

0
0

0
0

0
0

D

c

c

c

D

0

0

0

c

c

c

c

follow ing modes of

1-2

3-4

5+

1-2

3-4

D
D
D

0
0
0

D

c

c

D

D

c

D

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

c
c

0
0
0
0

c

1-2

3-4

0
0

0
0

c

c

c

c

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

D

5+
0
0

c
0

c
c

5+
0
0
0
0
0
0

c
c

C. Loca l Environment
11 . Wfi ch neighborhood do you live lo?
Na m e:

Educ a tion
Office
Financ ia l
Othe r

2. Whic h modes o f tra nsporta tion do you vs
your tri ·
2

Automobile
Motorcycle
Bicycle
c
c
c
Walk
0
0
0
Transit
Other:
~ . Row mary.flmes In an average wee!< do you vse each of fhe
transQorta t1on?
0
0
0
0

o
o
o
o

c

+
0
0

c
0

c
c

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

Or nearest major intersec tion:
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Bicycle and pedestrian friendly places have clearly designated pathways, available bike
parking, and clear crossing pfaces.
...
~._ls_y_c.o_u_r_n_
e~
i g._h_
b_
or_h_o_
o_
d _b_ic...!.y__c_
l e_f_rie_n_d_l~
'-·-___,1 b. Is your neighborhood P-edestrian friendly?
Very Somewhot Not
Not
No
Very Somewhat Not
Not
No
much
quite
at all opinion
much
quite
at all opinion

0

0

0

0

For olaces you freauent for dailY activl ties:
~ . fo.J e they bi eye e friendly?
No
Not
Very Somewhot Not
quite
much
atoll opinion

0

0

6. 1. Availabili

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
-

I 15. fo.Je they Qedestrian friendly?
Not
Very Somewhat Not
much
quite
at oll

0

0

of Bicy.::cle Pedestrian Facilities

0

0

No
opinion

0

0

Fully
Generally Minimally
Not
available available available available
D
D
D
D

Major streets with bicycle lanes
D
Separated Bicycle paths
c
D
Minor streets with bicycle lanes
D
D
Bicycle priority streets (or bicycle boulevards)
c
[]
Crosswalks
o
D
Sidewalks
c
"'"
ro::
.;.;:
. 2".O
..:;.:.;;_
u..:;_
al.....it?
.L....::..
o_fD"-·ic
~y'-'c:;_e:;,.7_P...;:.
e..:;..
d-=es;;_t.....
ria:....n_F
.....a;_;c:....ili.....ti..:;_
es:;,..__ __,) Excellent Good
Major streets with bicycle lanes
c
D
Separated Bicycle paths
o
D
Minor streets with bicycle lanes
o
D
[]
Bicycle priority streets (or bicycle boulevards)
o
Crosswalks
o
D
Sidewalks
o
D

D
D
D

D
D
D

[]

[]

D
Fair
D
D
D

D
Inadequate
D
D
D

[]

[]

D
D

D
D

.Q:.9'_cling Behavior (check all that apply)
o No
~Y~t.Q.I..ll~;;>reterred mode oE transportation?] o Yes
If you do no· use a bicycle. please skip tc question D.ll.
~.Are you involved in ony of the following? I
o Cycl ng Coali ton o cycling team

3. Nhich cycling facili ties do yoJ use
when you cycle? (check all l'lat a1212IV1
o Major streets with bicycle lanes
o Minor streets with bicycle lanes
o Major streets
o Minor streets
o Bicycle priority streets
o Separated bicycle paths

. How manv m nures are you wuung ro
l)icycle to a destinction?
rrinv les

0

For shopping
D
For 'ecreation/health c
For Nork/school
D
For :.usiness
o
For :.ther purposes D
15..O.S a bicyclist, whict'1 of the following feotures are most useful to you?
Very Useful
vsef01
Major streets with bicycle lanes
Minor streets with bicycle lanes
Major streets
Minor streets
Bicycle priority streets (or bicycle boulevards)
~epara tec Bicycle paths
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1 ·20

2 1·30

30+

[]

[]

[]

c

D

D

o
o
o

D
D
D

D
D
D

D
D
D
D

1· 10

o

I

Not very Net
useful at all
D

D

D
D

[]

D

D

D
D

D

D

D
D

D
D

D
D

D
D

D

D

[]

[]
[]

No
opinion
D
D
[]

D
D
D

~ . Do you ride on the sidewalk?

I

7. If you do ride on the sidewalk, what are
the main reasons check all that a I .
Always Sometimes
Rarely Never
o Auto traffic Is heavy
0
0
0
0
o You are moving considerably slower than
road traffic
8 ~ How ao you typically aeal witn
o Streets lack bicycle facilities
1ntersect1ons?
o You are with children
o I take the ro"-te with the fewest intersections 11"<-ro,..,o,.,..,t..,...h.,..
e.,.,
r ==-::~-=r=....,....,.,~~~=..,.....____,
o I ride throuqr1 the intersec tion (like a car)
. ow com or a e o you ee s anng
o I qo to places where I know there is a
r:2athwa~ or sidewalks with P-edestrians?
crosswalk (unslqnallzed)
o I go places wM re I know there is a
Very Somewhat Not
Not
No
siqnalized crossing
much
quite
at all opinion
0
0
0
0
0
o I do not think about this in advance

10. Route Ctloice: How important are the following factors in choosing your regular bicycling
routes?

Very lmportanl Somewhal Lillie
Nol
lmporlanl
lmporlan l lmporlance lmporlan l
Safety from crime
Speed of auto traffic
Condition of pavement
Length of route
Directness of route
Beauty of route
Difficulty of terr::~in
Density of parked cars

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Som ewhal
lrrportanl lm porlance lmportanl
Distance you a'e traveling
Difficulty of terroin
0
Physical ability
0
Quality of facilities for bikes
0
Bike facilities connect you easily to destinationo
Comfort
0
Rain
0
Temperature
0
0
Bicycle maintenance
0
Shower available at your destination
0
Individual lockers available at des1ination
0
Covered bicyc e parking
0
Lockable bicycle parking
0
Other:

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
[]
[]

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E. Pedestrian Behavior (check all that apply)
o No
11. Is walkinq '{Our ~re ferred mode of trans~orta ti on?l o Yes
3: How long are '(Ou willing to walk to a
2. Wnic pe estrian facili 1es o you use
destination?
'2
Y.
m1nu1es
o Sidewalks on major streets
0 1·5
6· 10 11 ·20 20 +
o Sidewalks on minor streets
Shopping
0
0
0
0
0
o Major streets without sidewalks
Recreational/Health 0
0
0
0
0
o Minor streets without sidewalks
Work/School
0
0
0
0
0
o Separate trails or bike paths
Business
0
0
0
0
0
Other
D
0
D
0
0
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['""".AS a peaestnan, wnicflOf tne fOllowing features are most usefulto you?

Very
useful

Useful

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0

SidewoJiks along major streets
Major streets without sidewalks
Separoted bike paths
Sidewolks on minor streets
Minor streets without sidewalks
Separoted walking paths
[5.' Wnen crossing a street:

0

0

Not Very Not
No
useful at oil opinion

0
0

0
0
0
0

~ -At :~n Intersection:

o I obey the signals
o I cross when I think it is safe
o I cross when I cannot see any cars
o I only cross at the crosswclk
o I cross before I reach the intersection

o I never vse a crosswalk
o If it ison my route, l vse a crosswalk
o If nearby, I divert my route to a crosswalk
o I onl'f cross at crosswalks

17. Ro~e fhoice: How important are tne following factors in cnoos1ng your regular walking
rou es.
very Important ::>omewhat Uti e
Not
Important
Important Importance Important
Safety from crime
[J
0
0
0
0
Speed of auto or bike traffic
0
0
0
D
0
Cond tion of pavement
0
0
0
0
D
Lengf'l of route
0
0
0
D
0
Beauty of route
0
0
0
0
D
Directness of route
0
0
0
D
0
Difficulty of terrain
0
0
0
0
D
[J
Availability of crosswalks
0
0
0
0
Long waiting time at traffic lights
0
0
0
D
0
[J
High volume of turning vehicles
0
0
0
0
Bicycles on the sidewalk
0
0
0
D
0
[J
Heavy pedestrian traffic on tr1e sidewalk
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
D
0
Other:
Not
Important lmporto:mce Important
Distan8e you are walking
Difficu ty of terrain
Physi c:~l ability to walk
Quall t( of facilities for pedestrians
Walkirg facilities connect you to destination
Comfort
Rain
Temperature

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

[J

0
0

0
0

D

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

~9. lf Y.OU do not bike or walk what would make Y.Ou more inclined to bike or wclk?

Your participation is greatly appreciated!
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0

0
0
0
0

Appendix 4-2: Distributions and Weighting of Survey Data

AgeDistributionof2008ACSPopulationvs.SampleSurvey
AmericanCommunitySurvey1
(2006-08)
All Male: Female:
30969 15427 15542
43008 21593 21415
24197 13604 10593
21230 10779 10451
21828 10544 11284
16019 7626 8393
9532 4368 5164
10707 4269 6438
177490 88210 89280
Percentages
17% 17% 17%
24% 24% 24%
14% 15% 12%
12% 12% 12%
12% 12% 13%
9% 9%
9%
5% 5%
6%
6% 5%
7%
100% 100% 100%
100% 50% 50%

Age

under18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Total

under18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Total
Gender

Bicyclist-Pedestrian
Survey(2010)
All Male: Female:
8
5
3
227 138
89
112
57
55
81
51
30
93
59
34
85
52
33
37
28
9
11
4
7
654 394 260
1%
1%
1%
35% 35% 34%
17% 14% 21%
12% 13% 12%
14% 15% 13%
13% 13% 13%
6%
7%
3%
2%
1%
3%
100% 100% 100%
100% 60% 40%

Two-StageWeighting
All

Age

Weights to correct for age distribution bias

under18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Total

14.26
0.70
0.80
0.97
0.86
0.69
0.95
3.59
1.00

Weights to correct for gender distribution bias

Male

Female

13.78
0.70
1.07
0.94
0.80
0.66
0.70
4.77
1.00

15.09
0.70
0.56
1.01
0.97
0.74
1.67
2.68
1.00

1.00 0.82

1.27

W eight P roducts (age and gender)

under18
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Total

Age/Gender
Unknown
14.26
0.70
0.80
0.97
0.86
0.69
0.95
3.59
1.00

Male

11.37
0.58
0.88
0.78
0.66
0.54
0.57
3.93
0.82

Female

19.09
0.89
0.71
1.28
1.22
0.94
2.11
3.39
1.27

1Note:Censussurveydatasummedforthreecasestudycities(Davis,PaloAlto,andSanLuisObispo)
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